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9ABSTRACT
    Currently, the preferred option for the long-term disposal of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
potentially for future thorium-based fuels in Finland and Sweden is disposal in a geological
repository. In deep bedrock, the release of Th, U and other radionuclides through man-made
barriers and the geo- and biosphere will be controlled by the dissolution of the fuel by
groundwater. Thorium dioxide is isostructural to uranium dioxide, sharing the same fluorite
structure (space group Fm3m) and making it a useful analogue material for nuclear fuel, which
mainly consists of UO2 (>95%).
    This thesis aimed to investigate the dissolution of ThO2, which was synthesised to
approximate as closely as possible the microstructure of UO2 in a nuclear fuel matrix. The
investigation consists of dissolution studies conducted using pellets, fragments (2 to 4 mm)
and particles (80 to 160 µm) of 232ThO2. The evolution of dissolving surfaces and grain
boundaries were examined by combining different microscope imaging techniques (scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), SEM with electron
backscattering diffraction detector (SEM-EBSD) and profilometer imaging). Part of the
dissolution experiments were conducted in the presence of a 229Th tracer to gain additional
data on the dissolution and precipitation by following the change in isotopic ratio 229Th/232Th.
Furthermore, the pellets from these experiments were measured with direct alpha
spectrometry to estimate the contents and thickness of the 229Th-rich layer formed on the
pellet surface.
    The results of all dissolution studies showed a relatively fast release of thorium during the
early stage of the experiment followed by a slow decrease in the thorium concentration and
suppression of the dissolution rate as the experiments continued over 100 days. Microscopic
studies revealed that the grain boundaries play a significant role in the initial release of
thorium. It was also observed that the different surfaces of thorium dioxide particles behave
differently either dissolving, precipitating or showing an almost inert nature, most likely due to
the different surface energies of the heterogeneous material.
    High-resolution (sector field) inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (SF/HR-ICP-
MS) was used for the thorium isotope analyses of leached solutions. The developed method
was powerful for analysing thorium isotopes. In addition, alpha spectrometry was used for
thorium analysis for comparative purposes. The alpha spectrometry yielded a lower detection
limit for 229Th and a higher detection limit for 232Th than SF-ICP-MS, which was 1 x 10-12 mol
for both isotopes. Thus, these methods provided comparable results for the analysed 229Th
concentration. However, the chemical separation needed before alpha spectrometry is very
time consuming compared to the sample preparation necessary for HR-ICP-MS.
    When combined with simulations, direct alpha analysis confirmed that during leaching a
new layer, with a maximum thickness of 0.1 µm, formed on the surface of ThO2 pellets. Alpha
spectrometry also provided interesting insight into the dissolution and co-precipitation
behaviour of 229Th and 232Th decay series daughter nuclides. The surface layer contained not
only 229Th and its daughters, but also an elevated concentration of daughters from the 232Th
decay series, indicating that they were first released from the bulk during the leaching
experiment, subsequently co-precipitating or adsorbing onto the surface of the pellet.
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1. INTRODUCTION
    Plans have been laid to dispose spent nuclear fuel (SNF) in a geological repository at a
depth of over 400 m in bedrock. The repository concept consists of a multiple barrier system,
including a copper canister with a cast-iron insert, a bentonite buffer surrounding the canister,
backfill materials of the excavated tunnels and, finally, the bedrock itself. However, under
anoxic conditions, the fuel matrix UO2 has a very low solubility and functions as the first
release barrier for most fission products. Thus, the release of radioactivity from the repository
is controlled mostly by the dissolution of spent fuel by groundwater. There are some isotopes,
fission gases (Xe,Kr) and volatile elements (I, Cs and Cl), which are expected to be released
rapidly, if the metal waste package and fuel cladding will breakdown. These isotopes are
considered to represent the instant release fraction (IRF), which is not limited by the UO2
matrix. However, some uncertainties associated with an understanding of the dissolution
behaviour of the fuel still remain. For instance, we do not yet understand the contribution of
energetically reactive surface sites on the dissolution rate of UO2. The fractional dissolution
rates of SNF vary in the range 10-6 to 10-8 per year, indicating that complete dissolution occurs
either within 1 million or 100 million years, respectively. In nature, uraninite ores (UO2) are
known to be stable under diminishing conditions for far longer than 100 million years, that is,
for periods of billions of years. In general, experimentally conducted dissolution rates are often
found to be higher than the corresponding weathering rates in nature. When crushed UO2
samples have been leached sequentially, the dissolution rates of UO2 also appeared to
decrease, indicating the progressive stabilisation of dissolving surfaces as they re-leach.
[1-11]
    The EU-funded project REDUPP (Reducing Uncertainty in Performance Prediction) aimed
to reduce the uncertainties related to the dissolution of the UO2 matrix of SNF. In addition to
UO2 dissolution under natural groundwater conditions, dissolution studies were conducted
using the analogue materials ThO2 and CeO2. Although having a similar fluorite than UO2,
ThO2 as an analogue material is not redox sensitive, which allows for the analysis of dissolving
surfaces using different microscopic techniques without the problems associated with
oxidation during surface analysis. Whereas, Ce may appear with two oxidation states; Ce3+
and Ce4+, but lacks the alpha active characteristics of U and Th. [12].
    Significant discrepancies in the literature exist regarding the solubility values of sparingly
soluble ThO2 and the hydrolysis constants of Th [13-15]. These discrepancies most likely stem
from thorium’s tendency towards polynucleation, colloid formation and adsorption onto
surfaces accompanied by the very low solubilities of Th(IV) hydroxide and hydrous oxide. The
solubility product values vary depending on the crystallinity of ThO2. Many previous dissolution
studies [16-19] were conducted with the amorphous phases, yet some studies [21] were
performed using crystalline ThO2.
    Crystalline ThO2 is sparingly soluble and the solubility of thorium hydroxide is even lower
than ThO2(cr) requiring a quite sensitive analytical method in order to measure the thorium
concentration in leached solutions. Traditionally, alpha active nuclides such as thorium have
been measured using radiometric techniques, such as alpha spectrometry. Since techniques
exploiting inductively coupled plasma (ICP), such as ICP optical emission spectrometry (OES)
and ICP mass spectrometry (MS) have become more common in laboratories, their
13
application in thorium analysis has also increased. In this study, the double focusing sector
field ICP-MS with a higher sensitivity than conventional quadrupole ICP-MS was used to
analyse thorium in leached solutions.
    The next generation application of nuclear energy appears to be interest towards ThO2
based fuels. ThO2 possesses many beneficial properties such as a high-fusion temperature,
resistance against radiation damage, a good sintering capability, a greater abundance in the
Earth’s crust compared to U and the possibility of transmutation [22]. However, a number of
issues remain related to the availability and accuracy of the nuclear and material properties
of ThO2, all of which require resolution before its commercial use as a fuel may move forward
[23]. Additional knowledge is needed, for example, from the microstructural behaviour, matrix
dissolution behaviour and irradiation history of ThO2 [22].
    This thesis aims to investigate the dissolution of ThO2, which was synthesised to
approximate as closely as possible the microstructure of UO2 in the nuclear fuel matrix. In
addition to aqueous analyses, the surfaces of ThO2 were studied by applying atomic force
microscopy (AFM), vertical scanning interferometry (VSI), electron backscattering diffraction
(EBSD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Furthermore, sector field inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (SF-ICP-MS) was used for the thorium isotope analyses
of leached solutions. In addition, alpha spectrometry was used to analyse thorium for
comparative purposes. Direct alpha analysis with simulations were applied to investigate the
surface processes from leached pellets. Figure 1 provides a schematic view of the contents
of this thesis and the accompanying articles upon which it is based.
Figure 1. Schematic view of the contents of this thesis and the articles upon which it is based.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 History and utilization of thorium
    As early as 1815, Swedish chemist and mineralogist Berzelius thought that he had identified
a new element from a rare mineral, naming it thorium after Thor, the Norse God of thunder
and weather in Scandinavian mythology. Unfortunately, ten years later, that mineral turned
out to be xenotime (yttrium phosphate) [24-25].
In 1828, Reverend Morten Trane Esmark discovered a black mineral from Løvøya Island in
the county of Telemark in Norway. He gave this interesting specimen to his father, Jens
Esmerk, a noted mineralogist and professor at the University of Oslo [26]. The elder Esmerk
was unable to identify the unknown mineral and sent it to Berzelius, who published his findings
in 1829 identifying the new element as the thorium-form silicate mineral ‘thorite’ ((Th, U)SiO4).
[27-30]
    Thorium was initially used as a light source in portable gas mantles in 1884 by C. Auer von
Welsbachand. The mantle produces a bright light from the incandescence of very hot ThO2
when heated in a gas flame. Later in 1898, two scientists—German chemist Gerhard Carl
Schmidt and the Polish-French physicist Marie Curie—independently identified its radioactive
properties. Thorium was the second element identified as being radioactive. Two years earlier
in 1896, Henri Becquerel had discovered the radioactivity of uranium [31-33].
    Previously, thorium was used as an alloying agent to produce strong alloys. Thorium
coating of tungsten welding rods is used to provide a hotter arc. The coating is also applied to
electronic equipment, in which it improves the emission of heated tungsten cathodes. In
addition, thorium oxide has been used to produce high-temperature crucibles and glass with
a high index of refraction for optical applications such as high-quality lenses for cameras and
scientific instruments. ThO2 is also used as a chemical catalyst for example in the conversion
of NH3 to HNO3 and in the production of H2SO4 [24-25].
2.2 Thorium in nature
    Thorium enjoys a relatively high abundance in nature. Whilst sources in the literature vary,
the abundance in the Earth’s crust varies from 8 ppm to 10 ppm [22, 34]. This is roughly 3.5
times more abundant than uranium (2.3 ppm) and almost equals that of lead. However, due
to its low solubility, thorium concentrations in natural waters appear fairly low, reaching levels
of less than 1 µg/L in oxidic ground waters and approximately 1.5 ng/L in seawater. For
uranium, concentrations vary from 0.1 ug/L to 1 mg/L in ground waters and from 2 ug/L to 4
ug/L in seawaters. [34]
    Thorium occurs in nature as a nearly pure 232Th isotope, containing less than one part in
1010 of 228Th originating from its own decay chain (4n family) [24-25]. Thorium appears in
association with uranium and rare-earth elements (REE) in diverse minerals: as veins of
thorite (ThSiO4), as thorianite (ThO2), as uranothorite ((Th,U)SiO4) and as monazite
(Ce,La,Nd,Th,Y,Dy,Sm)(PO4). As a result of isostructuralism to uranium dioxide, ThO2 and
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UO2 form solid-state solutions with names depending on the uranium content of mixtures.
Thorianite contains 75 to 100 mol % of ThO2, urananothorianite 25 to 75 mol % of ThO2,
thorian uraninite 15 to 25 mol % of ThO2 and uraninite 0 to 15 mol %. In addition, thorium
minerals accompany rock types including syenites, pegmatites, granites and other acidic
intrusions [22]. If uranium is present in the same ore, the isotopes 231Th and 227Th from a
decay chain of 235U present in quite minor quantities. The decay chain of 238U also generates
230Th and 234Th isotopes [24-25]. Figure 2 illustrates the decay chains of natural 232Th and
238U isotopes. The primary source of thorium is monazite, a lanthanide phosphate mineral.
The thorium contents of monazite can grow to as high as 12% [34]. Thorium minerals are
known to be sparingly soluble and chemically inert [22, 24-25].
Figure 2. The decay series of natural isotopes 232Th and 238U, which produce minor amount
of other Th nuclides in nature (Reproduced from Nelson et al. [35]).
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    Artificial isotope 229Th is commonly used in the yield determination of alpha spectroscopy
for natural Th isotopes [34]. 229Th stands as the first product from the alfa decay of man-made
233U decay series [24-25]. The reaction between 232Th and thermal (slow) neutrons leads to
the formation of fissionable 233U as follows:
232Th(n,?) 233Th???- + 233Pa???- + 233U + ?? 229Th [34].
    This reaction is the main reason 232Th is considered nuclear material under International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and Euratom legislation, meaning that it is regulated under
nuclear safeguards (that is, the record keeping for nuclear bomb materials). [36-38]
2.3 Chemistry of thorium
    Thorium carries the atomic number of 90 with the electron configuration of [Rn]6d27s2,
meaning that it has four electrons on the outer electron shells. In practice, this means that
thorium appears only in the oxidation state +IV [34].
    Elemental thorium is a bright silvery metal that turns black when exposed to air because it
forms oxide [24-25]. Yet, thorium is a member of the actinides in the periodic table of elements,
while the chemistry of thorium resembles that of Group 4 metals Ti, Zr and Hf [34]. Natural
thorium is relatively weakly radioactive due to the long half-life (1.4 x 1010) of isotope 232Th.
Its low radioactivity and the single prevailing oxidation state are the primary reasons thorium
is commonly used as a chemical analogue for other tetravalent actinide ions (U4+, Np4+ and
Pu4+) in conditions where other actinides may have several oxidation states.
    Thorium is the largest tetravalent actinide ion and the least hydrolysable. In contrast to
redox active uranium, thorium has only one prevailing oxidation state Th(IV) under natural
conditions. The prevailing form of thorium at pH ? 1 is Th4+ ion, after which it starts to form a
hydrolysed species. In weak solutions, this leads to the formation of mononuclear mono-, di-,
trihydroxy species between pH 1 and 4. At pH 4, Th(OH)4 begins to prevail [34]. At higher
concentrations, polynuclear species such as Th2(OH)26+, Th4(OH)88+ and Th6(OH)159+ appear
and colloids form easily at moderately high concentrations. Figure 3 illustrates the Th
speciation in 0.1 M NaCl with low and high total thorium concentrations. In general, Th4+ forms
weak complexes because it is a large tetravalent ion. However, it has moderately strong
complexes with fluoride, sulphate, phosphate and carbonate, all of which may increase the
solubility of thorium. In aquatic environments, the carbonate complex formation is particularly
important, affecting thorium solubility [24-25,34]. A one order of magnitude increase in [CO3?2]
has been shown to increase the solubility of hydrous ThO2(am) by up to five orders of
magnitude [39]. In addition, two mononuclear carbonate complexes of Th(IV), Th(OH)3CO3?
and Th(CO3)5?? have been reported [39-40]. In the Th(IV)-H2O-CO3?? system, a considerably
higher Th(IV) solubility indicated the presence of highly charged a pentacarbonate species
[39). Kim et al. [41] have thermodynamically modelled the formation of ternary complexes
such as Th(OH)3CO3?, Th(OH)2(CO3)34-,Th(OH)(CO3)55-, Th(OH)2CO3(aq), Th(OH)2(CO3)22-
,Th(OH)4(CO3)??, finding that these aqueous Th(IV) species most likely predominate under
many natural conditions.
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Figure 3. Th speciation in a non-complexing aqueous solution calculated for 0.1 M NaCl using
the PHREEQC program. (a) Species distribution for low concentrations of Th(IV) (= 10-8 M).
(b) Species distribution for [Thtot] = 0.1 M considering the possible formation of only three
polynuclear species [24-25].
2.4 Characteristics of thorium dioxide
    Thoria (ThO2 (s)), also called thorianite, is a white, solid oxide with a fluorite structure (space
group Fm3m). ThO2 is somewhat hygroscopic and has the highest melting point, 3350°C, of
all oxides. In comparison, the melting point of UO2 is 2800°C [22]. Sintered thorium oxide is
also one of the most refractory substances known [24-25]. The solubility of thoria is known to
be quite low; according to the literature, aqueous nitric acid with a small percentage of HF or
sodium fluorosilicate can provide a reasonable amount of Th in solution [24-25]. Figure 4
illustrates the solubility curves for crystalline thorium dioxide and amorphous Th(OH)4 based
on literature values with some experimental values expressed with symbols [42-43]. As we
see here, ThO2 is sparingly soluble and the solubility of Th4+ hydroxide and hydrous oxide
appear even lower. As previously mentioned, thorium also has a strong tendency towards
polynucleation and colloid formation, and hydrolysed species have a strong tendency towards
sorption onto surfaces. All of these features of thorium, together with its very low solubility,
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stand as the primary reasons why large discrepancies in the oxide/hydroxide solubility
products and hydrolysis constants appear in the literature [13-14].
    The solubility product values vary depending of the crystallinity and crystalline size of
thorium dioxide and the hydroxide or oxohydroxide phase. According to the literature, the
solubility product value (log??sp) for ThO2 (microcryst.) is ?53 ± 0.5, whereas the value for
amorphous Th(OH)4(am) is ?46.7 ± 0.9 [42, 44-45].
    Figure 4 also provides the calculated and experimental solubility of ThO2(cr) in comparison
to that of Th(IV) hydroxide or hydrous oxide [45]. The experimental data for ThO2(cr) includes
the values determined by titration–laser-induced breakdown detection (LIBD). In this figure,
we also see the data for crystalline ThO2 presented by Moon [43]. In addition, the solubility
data for amorphous precipitates were taken from several sources [40, 43, 45-48]. The
solubility curves were calculated for two kinds of solids, based on the hydrolysis constants
selected by Neck and Kim (2001) and on the solubility products logK°sp(ThO2 (cr)) = ?(54.2 ±
1.3) [49] and logK°sp(Th(OH)4 (am)) = ?(47.0 ± 0.8) [45,50].
Figure 4. Experimental (symbols) and calculated data (curves) for the solubility of thorium
dioxide by Neck et al. [42] and the references therein [40, 43, 45-48, 50 ]. The solid symbols
describe the solubility data for ThO2(cr) by Neck et al. 2003 and the open triangles represent
the data by Moon [43]. The solubility data for amorphous precipitates, determined in the
references mentioned above are expressed using the × symbols [42].
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    Figure 4 illustrates that the crystalline phases follow the solubility of ThO2(cr) under acidic
conditions. However, above pH 3, dissolved thorium starts to hydrolyse and form amorphous
phases, leading to the solubilities near amorphous thorium oxide/hydroxide.
A comparison of the solubilities of crystalline and amorphous thorium oxide to the solubility
values found in this study are presented in chapter 5.2.5 below.
    Some of the solubilities from undersaturated dissolution experiments are below the
expected equilibrium values. In these experiments, the equilibrium might not have been
reached, because ThO2(cr) has very slow dissolution kinetics [21, 43, 45]
    The results of Hubert et al. [21] indicated that the high temperature crystallized ThO2 was
two orders of magnitude less soluble than hydrous ThO2. They also suggested that the
sintering temperature and precursor used affected the specific surface area, surface state and
size of the aggregates, thus also affecting ThO2 dissolution. In addition to the degree of
crystallinity, other factors may affect the dissolution of ThO2. For example, the effects of the
surface morphology, such as the grain boundaries and crystallographic defects, have been
discussed in the literature [21, 14, 24].
    In general, quite often minerals such as feldspar and quartz exhibited experimental
dissolution rates higher than the corresponding weathering rates under natural conditions [6-
9]. Often, sample preparation under laboratory conditions creates sharp edges and other
surface defects. Atoms located at the point of the defect or irregularity in the structure exhibit
fewer chemical bonds and a higher surface energy than atoms in bulk, leading to their removal
during dissolution. The dissolution rates of UO2 decreased when the same crushed UO2
samples were leached sequentially. This indicates a progressive stabilisation in the dissolving
surfaces as they are re-leached [10-11].
    According to the dissolution theories of crystalline structures, the saturation state of the
solution and the surface energy of the dissolving surface control the dissolution mechanisms
and changes in topography [51-52]. In under-saturated conditions, the surface tends to lose
atoms, causing the nucleation of new etch pits consequently increasing the surface area.
However, the formation of new each pit is limited by the appearance of higher energy sites,
such as kink and step sites (see Figure 5) which tend to dissolve faster. Thus, the principle of
minimising surface energy is typically linked to the minimisation of the density of high-energy
surface sites and surface areas.
Figure 5. Schematic view of the evolving surface, including topological features such as (1)
terrace, (2) step, (3) kink-site, (4) vacancy at a step, (5) adatom on a terrace, (6) adatom at a
step and (7) vacancy on a terrace mofified from [53].
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2.5 The role of spent nuclear fuel in final disposal
    Finland and Sweden stand at the forefront of planning and building facilities for the final
disposal of SNF. SNF is a quite complex and challenging material. After fissioning in a reactor,
it still primarily consists of uranium oxide (96%). Other fractions consist of fission products
(3%) and transuranium elements (1%), which are either incorporated into the UO2 fuel matrix
or migrated to the grain boundaries or to the gap between the fuel pellet and the zircaloy alloy
cover. Thus, recently irradiated fuel is highly active producing alpha, beta and gamma
radiation and contains many different isotopes of various periodic table elements. Alpha
radiation is considered the dominant radiation field since the lifetime of the fuel increases to
close to 10 000 years. In addition, uranium is a redox-active element, meaning that the
presence of either oxidative or reductant species in the vicinity of the fuel surface greatly affect
the rate of dissolution. UO2 is orders of magnitude more soluble under oxidative conditions
because U becomes a relatively soluble U(VI) instead of a sparingly soluble U(IV) [34].
    Various engineered barrier systems have been designed in many countries to keep the fuel
rods intact and to isolate the high-level nuclear waste from the environment. The Scandinavian
concept is known as KBS-3, in which the fuel bundles are placed in a cast-iron insert
surrounded by a copper canister after an average cooling time (30 to 50 years depending on
the burnup of the fuel) (see Figure 6). These containers are placed deep underground
(400-500 m) and, then, the drill hole in the granitic rock is filled with bentonite clay blocks.
However, the first two release-limiting phases can be considered the UO2 matrix of the fuel
and the zircaloy cladding surrounding the pellets in the fuel rod. UO2 has a fairly low solubility
under reducing conditions, which should prevail after the closure of the repository. The
geosphere—that is, the bedrock itself—also plays a radiation-shielding and radionuclide
migration–regressing role in the barrier system. [54-55]
Figure 6. The engineered barrier system of the KBS-3V disposal concept. reproduced with
modifications from Sellin and Leupin [55]
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2.6 Thorium dioxide as analogue material for Uranium dioxide
    After irradiation in the reactor, the matrix of the spent fuel remains primarily uranium dioxide
with a fluorite structure (space group Fm3m) as the fission products and heavier actinides
incorporate into the structure (see Figure 8). Ceramic oxides such as ThO2 and CeO2 have
the same fluorite-type structure (see Figure 7) and are relatively sparingly soluble similar to
UO2 under reducing conditions. Thus, they have been used as structural analogues in different
UO2 and fuel behaviour studies [56-58]
Figure7. Fluorite structure of ThO2. Grey spheres represent thorium and green spheres
represent oxygen atoms [59]. In the fluorite structure of UO2, Th atoms are substituted by
uranium atoms.
    The primary difference between uranium and thorium is that U is a redox-active element
and has two oxidation states [U(IV) and U(VI)] in nature. Sparingly soluble U(IV)O2 prevails
under reducing conditions while U(VI)O2 prevails under oxidising conditions; thorium appears
in only one oxidation state Th(IV). However, the redox sensitivity and radioactivity of UO2 set
limitations on the microscopic techniques and research methods that can be applied to
uranium dioxide, not to mention highly active SNF. The use of structural analogues such as
ThO2 and CeO2 becomes valuable, rendering necessary an understanding of the surface
behaviours during the matrix dissolution processes. For such purposes, sophisticated
microscopic techniques are essential.
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Figure 8. Schematic view of the structural and elemental composition of a spent nuclear fuel
pellet inside the cladding illustrating the microstructural variation between the fuel and rim
region and the appearance of the elements in the different parts of the structure. Elements in
red are released rapidly after initial contact with water. The elements in blue are expected to
release as the UO2 matrix corrodes [60].
    As we see in Figure 8, the structure and chemistry of SNF is more heterogeneous and
complex compared to the dioxides used as structural analogues or fresh UO2 fuel. However,
the release of the many elements present in the fuel grains, oxide precipitates and metallic
precipitates is limited by the UO2 matrix dissolution. Thus, a profound understanding of the
dissolution behaviour of UO2, ThO2 and CeO2, with their fluorite structure, is essential.
    Fission gases such as Xe and Kr and volatile elements such as I, Cs and Cl will rapidly
release after the breakdown of the metal waste package and fuel cladding. These are already
located in the fission gas bubbles, at the grain boundaries or segregated into the gap region
between the fuel and zircaloy cladding. These isotopes appear to represent the instant release
fraction (IRF), which is not limited by the UO2 matrix. Their segregation in fuel depends on the
fuel burnup and the reactor operating conditions. For example, the temperature gradient from
the centre to the edge of the UO2 pellet during operation represents a critical parameter [60].
Understanding this instant release requires dissolution studies conducted using SNF.
However, analogue material studies providing insights of grain and grain boundary evolution
during dissolution may explain, for example, the migration behaviour of gases to the gap.
2.7 Thorium dioxide in future fuel concepts
The use of ThO2 as a nuclear fuel has been researched since the 1950s. As a fuel, thoria
possesses many beneficial properties, such as a high fusion temperature, a good sintering
capability, resistance against radiation damage, a greater abundance in the Earth’s crust
compared to U and the possibility of transmutation [22]. Thus, ThO2-based fuel is considered
a potential advanced fuel for generation IV nuclear energy systems [61]. In addition, the main
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interests in ThO2 as a nuclear fuel lie in its potential to burn weapons-grade plutonium [62],
its high capability to aqueous corrosion resistance, its very low solubility [21, 63], its
isomorphism with other tetravalent actinide dioxides and the production of fewer minor
actinides [64]. As a fuel, ThO2 is generally mixed with other actinide oxides since a fissile
isotope such as 233U, 235U or 239Pu is needed to ignite the nuclear reaction in a reactor. The
sparingly soluble oxide could even be considered disposed of directly into a deep geological
repository. However, as s part of the safety assessment of irradiated nuclear fuel, it is crucial
to predict the behaviour of ThO2 and the release of radionuclides from the fuel. A number of
issues related to the availability and accuracy of nuclear and material properties of thoria
remain that require resolution before its availability for commercial use as a fuel [23]. For
example, the inertness of ThO2 causes difficulties in dissolving oxide into HNO3. The short-
life daughters of 233U induce high-energy gamma radiation, which challenge reprocessing and
refabrication. In addition, thorium causes problems during reprocessing. The thorium fuel
cycle produces problematic protactium, also requiring resolution.
    In light of waste management, thoria-based fuels seem appealing because ThO2 is
chemically stable and ThO2 is almost insoluble in groundwater. The highest oxidation state of
thorium is +IV unlike that of uranium, which oxides comparatively easily from oxidation state
+IV to +VI. Under oxidising conditions, UO2 can be converted to the relatively soluble uranyl
cation UO22+ and its complexes. But, for ThO2 fuel, the oxidative dissolution of the matrix is
not an issue [22-23]. The low solubility and high chemical stability of thoria represent suitable
features for the geological disposal of ThO2-based fuels. However, the reprocessing path of
thorium appears more complex than the PUREX process for UO2 fuel due to the high stability
of ThO2. The thorium-specified separation process THOREX requires the use of HF for
dissolution and should generate 50% to 70% more glass waste in volume than the PUREX
process [22].
    In UO2 fuel, the potential environmental release and subsequent radiation are dominated
by the instant release of soluble and mobile products which segregate into the gap region
between the fuel pellet and the cladding (see Figure 8). The nuclides rich at the grain
boundaries may also be released more rapidly in comparison to the matrix dissolution. The
matrix dissolution of ThO2 is likely slower than the dissolution of the UO2 matrix. The primary
cause for the fission gas release to the gap region in UO2 fuels  is  the  grain  growth  in  the
central region of the oxide fuel pellets. These gases and other elements incompatible with the
crystal structure are swept from their original locations becoming concentrated at the grain
boundaries, thus forming noble metal particles and fission gas bubbles.
    Thorium oxide is a slightly better thermal conductor than UO2. Cation diffusion in ThO2 is
slower and ThO2 has a higher melting point than UO2. These minor differences indicate that
in the same fuel geometry, microstructure and power history, thorium oxide should run cooler
and undergo less grain growth, also producing somewhat less fission gas release. However,
our knowledge of the irradiation history, microstructural behaviour and matrix dissolution
behaviour of ThO2 remains limited [22].
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3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Fabrication and characterisation of ThO2 pellets I & II
    Crystalline ThO2 pellets were made to resemble themicrostructure of the UO2 matrix in fuel
pellets [56, 65-66]. The pellets were sintered from ThO2 powder (British Drug Houses Ltd., lot
number G83757/541012). The purity of the powder was confirmed by x-ray diffraction (XRD)
prior to sintering. Approximately 1 g of powder was uniaxially pressed in a 10-mm-diameter
hardened stainless-steel die with a load of 100 MPa. The sintering temperature varied from
1300 to 1750°C in a standard air atmosphere muffle furnace at a ramp rate of 5°C min?1. The
density and grain size increased as the sintering temperature increased. Sintering was
optimised at 1750°C (dwell time 4 h) to produce pellets with randomly orientated 10 to 30 µm
grains and a 94% density of the theoretical density (10.00 g cm?3) of ThO2. In addition to the
optical microscopy images and pole figures of the annealed pellet surfaces reported in article
I, one pellet was measured using confocal profilometry (CP). The confocal profilometers were
developed to image the sample surface. Polished surface heights were measured using a
profilometer at depths of 0.7 to 10 µm. The pellet was sawed horizontally in the middle and
the polished inner and top surfaces of the pellet were imaged using a profilometer and SEM-
EBSD.
3.2 Production of ThO2 fragments for the dissolution experiments I
    Different particle sizes were used to estimate the effect of the surface area on the
dissolution rate and solubility of ThO2. Some experiments were conducted using intact pellets,
while all other particles sizes were produced from the same batch of ThO2 pellets.
    Millimetre-size fragments were produced by crushing pellets using a percussion mortar and
selecting fragments 2 to 4 mm in size. To minimise the amount of fine fragment surfaces,
fragments were sequentially washed with isopropanol and ethanol.
    ThO2 is a hard and refractory material, proving problematic in the production of micrometre
particles using a conventional grinding and sieving method. Powders ground by ball mill were
contaminated with different ball mill materials, steel and agate.
    A solution to this grinding problem was found through the Selgfrag electrodynamic
fragmentation method [67-68]. Smaller-sized particles (80–160 ?m) were produced from intact
ThO2 pellets using this method, which uses electrical energy in the form of repeated high-
voltage pulses. The samples were immersed in a dielectric process liquid—that is, water—
which has a high dielectric strength. The voltage rise time was kept below 500 ns. Under such
conditions, the discharges are forced to occur through the immersed material. Plasma
channels and explosions are generated inside the pellets and the resulting shockwaves
produce fracturing and a physical breakdown. Fragmentation using Selfrag was completed at
the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK). Fragments smaller than a millimetre produced using
Selfrag were washed and magnetically separated from any impurities generated from the
apparatus materials during fragmentation. Different size fractions were separated by sieving
through different sized sieving canvases. The fraction sizes consisted of the following: <45
µm, 45 to 80 µm, 80 to 160 µm and >160 µm.
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3.3 Dissolution and solubility experiments I
Pre-experiments
    Pre-experiments aimed at conducting ThO2 dissolution experiments under atmospheric
conditions helped to refine the research plan for the more detailed experiments. Pre-
experiments were conducted with 2 to 4 mm fragments (m ? 300 mg) at 25°C under
atmospheric conditions. Simplified groundwater, 50 ml, was added into a polypropylene (PP)
test vessel (60 ml). The solution compositions mimicked the salinity and carbonate
concentrations at the disposal site (Olkiluoto, Finland). The composition used was one of the
following:
? 0.1 M NaCl solution; 30 d pH 5.8, BLANK 5.6 or
? 0.01 M NaCl with 2 mM NaHCO3; 30 d pH 8.2, BLANK 8.3.
    The experiments were run in triplicate using an additional blank, which did not contain any
ThO2 in the solution used. Experiments were sampled by withdrawing 2.5-ml aliquot of the
solution after leaching for 0, 1, 3, 6, 15, 24, 31, 41, 48, 79, 100 and 115 days. Sample aliquots
were filtered using a Pall Mall ultrafiltration device (10 kDa molecular cut off (?1 nm)) after
centrifugation (1 h, 6000 rpm). Filtrated samples were acidified with an ultrapure concentrated
HNO3 (ULTREX II by J.T.Baker) solution, while thorium concentrations were analysed using
sector field inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (SF-ICP-MS) (Element 2 by
ThermoScientific). The evolution of the thorium concentration was followed up for 115 days.
Dissolution and solubility experiments with fragments I
    This study aimed to investigate the effect of the particle size on the dissolution rate of ThO2.
At the end of the experiments, the solubility levels were compared to the thermodynamic
equilibrium data for ThO2 and Th(OH)4 [NEA/TDB].
Dissolution experiments were conducted using 2 to 4 mm fragments (m ? 300 mg) and ThO2
powder (80 to 160 µm sized particles) at 25°C under Ar atmosphere (O2 < 0.15 ppb in water)
under glove box conditions to exclude carbon dioxide dissolution from air into the solution.
The experiments were conducted using two different solutions:
? 0.1 M NaCl with an initial pH of 8 or
? 0.01 M HNO3 with an initial pH of 2.
    In a nitric acid solution, the aqueous phase (50 ml) was added in a high-density PP test
vessel (60 ml). The experiments using 0.1 M NaCl solution were carried out in perfluoroalkoxy
(PFA) Teflon vessels in order to decrease the potential adsorption of Th to the reaction vessel
under near-neutral conditions.
    The experiments were run in duplicate with an additional blank, and sampled by
withdrawing 2.5-ml aliquot of the solution after leaching for 0, 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 14, 21, 30, 43, 57,
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70 and 89 days. Sample aliquots were filtered using the Pall Mall ultrafiltration device (10-kDa
molecular cut off (?1 nm)) after centrifugation (1 h, 6000 rpm). Filtrated samples were acidified
using an ultrapure concentrated HNO3 (ULTREX II by J.T.Baker) and thorium concentrations
were analysed using SF-ICP-MS (Element 2).
    Dissolution rates were calculated from the thorium released from the solid phase to the
solution.
Dissolution experiments for surface investigations I & II
    The highly radioactive nature of SNF and the redox properties of uranium provide many
limitations to using microscopic techniques to investigate the surface characteristics of SNF
or the UO2 matrix during dissolution. In this part of the study, the evolution of the surfaces of
the analogue actinide oxide material ThO2 was observed by different surface characterization
and microscopic techniques. As such, this phase focused on gaining insights into surface
phenomena taking place on the solid surfaces of materials with a fluorite structure. In addition,
article II contains details regarding studies conducted using another analogue oxide, CeO2.
This summary considers only those experiments conducted using ThO2. However, the
supplementary results of the microscopic studies of CeO2 are used when interpreting the
results related to ThO2.
    Dissolution experiments for surface analyses can be divided into two categories:
1. Pre-dissolution study by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (article I)
2. Dissolution study of the grain boundary inspection using SEM-EBSD and
AFM (article II).
    The first study was conducted using 80 to 160 µm particles and 2 to 4 mm fragments under
an elevated temperature and acidic conditions. Such harsh conditions irrelevant to the final
disposal were applied in order to evaluate the appearance of surface changes of an almost
insoluble oxide during a relatively short time span (a few weeks). The morphological changes
at the particle surfaces were studied using SEM.
    The particles or fragments were placed into PP reaction vessels (60 ml) and 50 ml of
1  M HNO3 (? pH 1) was added under an Ar atmosphere in the glove box. The reaction vessels
were sealed into a steel container under Ar atmosphere and exported from the glove box to a
heating chamber and maintained 80°C. The particles and fragments were separated from the
acidic solution after two and four weeks, and the solids were studied using SEM (JEOL JSM-
900LV, Oxford Instruments) using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a beam size of 10 ?m
at GTK. The results were compared for the surfaces analysed before leaching.
The second surface study (article II) focused specifically on the evolution of the grain
boundaries and other surface features of the ThO2 and CeO2 analogues during dissolution. It
was carried out using polished and annealed ThO2 pellet surfaces at the University of
Sheffield.
Monolith surfaces were ground and polished to a 0.25-?m finish using SiC paper and a
diamond paste. The polishing of ThO2 became a quite complex task. The oxide seemed to
pull out grains while polishing, causing new scratches during the polishing process. The final
polishing step required the use of a 0.06-?m silica-colloid solution to obtain surfaces flat
enough for imaging analysis using EBSD [69] and AFM. After polishing, the grain boundaries
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were defined by heating to 1500°C (annealing) at a ramp rate of 5°C min?1. The resulting
grains ranged in size from 5 to 30 ?m, and the grains were randomly orientated.
    Integrated imaging using profilometry, EBSD and AFM allowed us to study the surface
evolution. The dissolution experiments were performed at a high temperature and in acidic
media. The following dissolution experiments were conducted:
? annealed ThO2 (and CeO2) dissolution at 90°C in 0.01 M HNO3.
    Dissolution experiments 3 were sampled for thorium analysis at 1, 3, 7, 21, 28 and 35 days.
One monolith of each triplicate experiment was removed for surface characterisation at each
sampling point and returned into the dissolution solution after analysis.
Dissolution experiments with a 229Th tracer III
    The tracer experiments aimed at investigating the initial release of thorium and the
dissolution process and behaviour of ThO2. The tracer was used to evaluate the amount of
dissolved and precipitated thorium. In addition, alpha spectrometry was used to validate the
ICP-MS data.
    The dissolution experiments were conducted using either single solid pellets or 2 to 4 mm
particles in a 0.01 M NaCl solution under an Ar atmosphere at 25°C (O2 < 0.15 ppb in water)
for 104 days with additional sampling at 534 days. Four experiments (A, B, E, F) were spiked
with 229Th in the aqueous phase in the initial stage of the experiment. Parallel experimental
series (C, D, G, H) were also conducted without a 229Th spike in the liquid phase as a
reference. At the same time, the tracer experiments simulate the oversaturation dissolution
experiment, whereas the starting point represents the undersaturation for experiments without
a 229Th tracer. Table 1 provides the experimental matrix and Figure 9 shows the experiments
with ThO2 fragments and a single pellet.
    SF-ICP-MS (Element 2) was used to analyse the concentration of 232Th and the isotopic
ratio of 229Th/232Th in non-filtered samples. Rather exceptional compared to previous studies,
the samples here were not filtered to follow the amount of 232Th released from the 232ThO2
pellet and the isotopic ratios 229Th/232Th in the aqueous phase.
    In addition, the thorium isotopes were also analysed using the alpha spectrometric method
for a few selected liquid samples to compare the analytic methods and to validate the mass
spectrometric analysis. Prior to alpha detection, thorium was separated using anion exchange
chromatography (see Figure 13 in section 4.4) and co-precipitated from solution with CeF.
The (Ce/Th)F4 precipitate was measured using the Canberra 450 PIPS detector and the
analytical program MAESTRO for Windows Model A65-332.
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Table 1. Experimental matrix using 2 to 4 mm particles and solid pellets.
Figure 9. A Picture of the 229Th tracer experiment with fragments and a single pellet of ThO2.
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4. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
4.1 Sector field inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometryI, II & III
    Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is the most frequently used
analytical method for elements and isotopic ratios in the trace and ultratrace concentration
range [70]. Compared to the widely used ICP optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), ICP-
MS also enables the analysis of different isotopes [71]. The ICP technique permits an easy
quantification procedure using aqueous standard solutions and a simple sample introduction
in an ion source operating under atmospheric pressure [72].
    The basic principle of mass spectrometry is that the elements in the sample—also called
the analytes—are atomised, ionised and separated using the mass-to-charge ratio before
detection. In the case of a liquid sample, this means that the analytes appearing in molecules,
complexes or as atoms in the solution, which are then decomposed and ionised in inductively
coupled plasma [70, 73]. The sample liquid is injected into the nebuliser producing a fine mist
with the help of a sample gas in the spray chamber, in which the larger droplets are rejected
due to gravity and only the finest mist goes to the plasma torch in a stream of the sample
aerosol. ICP is an electrode-less discharge formed in gas, maintained by the energy coupled
to it from the radio frequency generator [73]. Argon serves as the most used plasma gas to
maintain the plasma with a suitable coupling coil, which functions as the primary
radiofrequency transformer. The temperature (8000 K) of the ICP torch can vaporise, atomise
and ionise elements to a high degree (>90% for most elements) [70]. From the plasma under
atmospheric pressure, the positively charged ions are extracted via the interface into the high-
vacuum system of the spectrometer. They are then separated through mass filters of either
the quadrupole-type time-of-flight, or a combination of electrostatic and magnetic sectors
before measurement by an ion detector. The elemental specific mass, ionisation energy and
interferences, and the sensitivity of the instrument, affect the achievable detection limit of ICP-
MS. Depending upon the element and the instrument used, the detection limits vary from 10?15
to 10?8 g. Figure 10 shows the inner compartments of the double-focusing SF-ICP-MS
instrument (Element 2 by Thermoscientific). In the low-resolution mode, the sensitivity of the
double-focusing SF-ICP-MS is generally higher than that achieved using conventional
quadrupole ICP-MS instruments, especially for non-interfered and heavy elements, because
the magnetic sector entrance and exit-slit design results in flat top peaks [74].
    According to Hou and Roos [70], the precision of the isotope ratio measurements using the
double focusing SF-ICP-MS with a single ion detection is slightly better than that for the
quadrupole ICP-MS (around 0.1% or better vs. 0.1–0.5% for quadrupole). Furthermore, a one
order of magnitude better precision for isotope ratio measurements can be achieved by using
a multi-ion collector detector in SF-ICP-MS.
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Figure 10. The schematic view of the inner compartments of Element 2, a double focusing
SF-ICP-MS instrument. Modiefied from [75].
    A better mass resolution for the double-focusing SF-ICP-MS may resolve some of the
isobaric and polyatomic interferences that occur nominally at the same mass. These include,
for example, the isotopes 238U and 238Pu or 75As from its polyatomic interference of 40Ar35Cl,
of which at least the latter can be resolved [70, 76].
    An Element 2 SF-ICP-MS by Thermoscientific was used for analysis of 232Th and the
isotopic ratio of 229Th/232Th in liquid samples. The concentration of 232Th was examined by
applying the counting mode and using a low resolution (R ? 300). The standards for 232Th,
containing 0.01, 0.05, 0.5, 1 and 5 ppb of thorium, were diluted with 1 % HNO3 from Reference
Standard solution SQS-01 from Accutrace TM. Same 1 % nitric acid was used as blanks in
the analysis sequence. Whereas the samples from the blank experiments were analysed as
a samples and were taken into account if they varied from concentration level of 1 % HNO3.All
of the measured samples, standards, and blanks contained 10 ppb of indium, which was used
as the internal standard to control for the variation in the pulses. Control samples prepared
from a CLMS-1 standard solution (from SPEX) were used to validate the concentration
analysis of 232Th. The samples were injected through a SeaSpray nebulizer (0.4 ml/min) and
a double-pass spray chamber equipped with a Peltier cooling unit. The sample injection
system was washed for 3 min in between sample injections. The detection limit for Th was
calculated by multiplying the standard deviation of the ion counts obtained for the sample
blanks (ten replicates) with factor of 6 and dividing it by the sensitivity of thorium in 1 ppb
standard solution.
    Analysis of the isotopic ratio 229Th/232Th was performed using the speed-scanning mode.
The   main differences in the isotope analytical method included the narrower peak mass and
integration windows in comparison to 232Th concentration analytical method. In isotope ratio
analysis the samples per peak were also increased to 25 from 10 in 232Th concentration
analysis, to acquire more counts with narrower peaks.
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4.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron
backscattering diffraction detector (EBSD) I & II
    An SEM microscope uses an electron beam, collimated by electromagnetic condenser
lenses, focussed by an objective lens and scanned across the surface of the sample using
the electromagnetic deflection coils under a vacuum. The focused beam of the high-energy
electrons generates a variety of signals at the surface of the solid specimens from
the electron–sample interactions generating information on the sample’s external morphology
(texture), chemical composition and crystalline structure as well as the orientation of the
sample materials [77]. Electron microscopy uses rapidly moving electrons. In comparison to
visible light at wavelengths of 4000 to 7000 Å, electrons accelerated to 10 000 KeV have a
shorter wavelength of 0.12 Å. While the resolution of optical microscopes is limited to a
magnification of about 100 diameters, electron microscopes are capable of magnification
reaching roughly 1 000 000 diameters [78].
    The collection of secondary electrons released from the sample by the beam represents
the primary imaging method produced using SEM. SEM allows imaging of the surface
topography in the micro- to nanometre range [77-78]. Because the beam of high electrons
generates a variety of signals when interacting with the sample material, several imaging
options are available in SEM depending upon the detector mode [78]. Backscattered electron
(BSE) imaging uses high-energy electrons that emerge nearly 180° from the illuminating beam
direction. The BSE yield is a function of the average atomic number of each point on the
sample, thus yielding compositional information showing heavier elements more brightly
illuminated and lighter ones less brightly [78].
    In  article  I,  the  SEM and BSE images of  crushed ThO2 fragments (80 to 160 µm) were
captured using JEOL JSM-900L with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a beam size of 10
?m at GTK. The images were taken from the original particles after two and four weeks of
leaching in nitric acid at an elevated temperature.
    Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is a crystallographic and microstructural
characterisation technique mounted into SEM. This combined technique is used to study the
orientation, structure and phase of crystal and polycrystalline materials. For using the EBSD
technique, a sample with a flat and highly polished surface is placed in the SEM chamber at
a highly tilted angle (~70°) towards the diffraction camera, and the surface is scanned by a
beam of electrons diffracted though the crystal surface. Reflections from the electrons collide
with the phosphor screen located in the specimen chamber forming Kikuchi patterns which
are imaged via a focusing lens in the charge coupled device (CCD) camera (see Figure 10).
The reflection of the crystallographic orientation—the Kikuchi pattern—originating from the
structure and the orientation of the crystalline material are compared to the reflection library
to identify its structure and orientation [79-80]
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Figure 11. Scheme of the basic EBSD set-up (modified from [81])
    EBSD serves as a useful tool for characterising aspects of the crystallographic orientation
of microstructures at lengths ranging from tens of nanometres to millimetres. With the advent
of high-speed digital cameras and the use of EBSD, using the EBSD detector as an imaging
device similar to a backscatter (or forward-scatter) detector has become practical. Using the
EBSD detector in this manner enables imaging that allows for a comparison of the
topographic, atomic density and orientation contrasts at rates similar to slow scanning using
a conventional SEM method. One challenge for EBSD work lies in locating a suitable area
along the sample to collect EBSD data [80.].
    In article I, EBSD was applied to the analysis of the crystallographic orientation and grain
size distribution of the ThO2 pellet surface. Analyses were performed using EBSD (Oxford
Instruments) in conjunction with a Sirion Field Emission SEM. EBSD maps of 100 ?m2 were
obtained at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a 0.5 ?m step size. Grain orientation analysis
was performed on >10 000 grains using the HK Channel 5 software (Oxford Instruments).
    In article II, SEM-EBSD analyses were accompanied by VSI and AFM analyses. Combining
these microscopic techniques allowed us to investigate the evolution of grain boundaries at
different misorientation angles. In addition, the analysis of the crystallographic orientation was
performed using EBSD (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK) in conjunction with
an FEI Sirion field-emission SEM. the map size ,accelerating voltage and used software were
similar to previous measurement, but the step size was 0.25 ?m instead of 0.5 ?m.
4.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) II
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a microscopy technique in which the surface is scanned
along the X–Y grid with a sharp tip attached to the cantilever (see Figure 12). The surface
topography is imaged by deflecting a laser beam off the cantilever to the photodiode detector
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and recording the Z position (height variation). The Z position of the tip is adjusted by the
feedback mechanism in order to keep the input parameter of the cantilever constant. For the
Z axis, a resolution as low as 0.1 nm can be achieved since the resolution of the X–Y direction
is about 20 nm. In the contact mode, the tip is in direct contact with the sample and dragged
across the surface. Due to the repulsive mechanical force, tip sticking under ambient
conditions becomes a disadvantage in the contact mode. Under ambient conditions and in the
aqueous phase, most samples develop a liquid meniscus layer, allowing for the tapping mode.
When the tip is brought sufficiently close to a sample, surface detection is based on the short-
range atomic forces (Van der Waals) [79, 82].
Figure 12. Illustration of the atomic force microscope (AFM) and the two most common AFM
imaging modes (modified from [83]).
    Surface morphology changes, primarily the evolution of the grain boundaries during ThO2
dissolution, were measured using AFM (article II). Surface analyses were conducted as ex
situ measurements performed using the Veeco Dimension 3100 microscope operated in the
tapping mode and using high aspect ratio AFM tips.
4.4 Alpha spectrometry combined with chemical separation
procedureIII
    Alpha spectrometry is a common analytical technique for the detection and concentration
analysis of alpha-active nuclides. Normally, analytes as measured isotopes are chemically
separated from the sample matrix, and then a thin ‘massless’ sample is produced using
electro-precipitation or co-precipitation. The ‘massless’ thin preparate is needed because
otherwise the energy of alphas absorb in the medium itself. The space between the alpha
source and detector is kept to a minimum and measurements are usually conducted in a
vacuum because even the air molecules decrease the path length of the alpha particles.
Figure 13 shows the chemical separation procedure used in this work. In order to validate the
results of the isotopic ratio analyses using SF-ICP-MS, unfiltered 7 ml samples were taken
from the 229Th tracer dissolution experiments. The procedure consists of separating thorium
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isotopes from the other radionuclides present (uranium and daughter nuclides of 232Th, 228Th
and 238U), co-precipitating thorium and filtrating the precipitate to produce a thin sample
preparate for alpha measurement. Radiochemical procedures like this are frequently used in
environmental studies [34; 84-85].
    The separation procedure was needed because the standard solution for alpha
measurements contained both236U and 229Th and their daughter nuclides. In the first phase,
thorium was flushed through a column with 9 M HCl, whereas the uranium (and Po) was
retained in the anion exchange resin (Dowex 1x4 by Sigma Aldrich) as an UO2Cl42- complex.
The eluted fraction containing thorium was dried out on a hot plate and concentrated nitric
acid was added to the residue to remove impurities from the sample. After dilution to HNO3,
thorium was retained in a Dowex 1 x 4 column as a Th(NO3)62- complex, while the other
nuclides were eluted from the column. Th4+ was removed from the column using HCl,
evaporated to dryness and diluted to 1 M HCl again. Thorium was co-precipitated as ThF4
with CeF4 by adding 200 µl of a Ce carrier and concentrated HF. The precipitate kept overnight
in a refrigerator was filtrated onto a 0.1 µm Millipore filter membrane. Dry filter membranes
were glued to the sample holder prior to the alpha measurements.
Figure 13. Radiochemical separation procedure used for thorium separation [article III].
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    The measurement of the alpha preparate was conducted in a vacuum with the Canberra
450 PIPS detector. Energy calibration was performed using the reference sample, which
contained 244Cm (E?1 = 5805 keV, I = 76.4%), 241Am (E?1 = 5486 keV, I = 84.5%) and 237Np
(E?1 = 4788 keV, I = 47 %). The MAESTRO program for Windows Model A65-332 was used
for data acquisition and analysis. The energy resolution for the four detectors used in the
measurements ranged from 23 keV to 48 keV.
    The 228Th and 229Th peaks were identified from the spectra and their pulses were integrated
to calculate the activity of the isotopes in the sample. The activities of 229Th were converted
to moles allowing for the comparison of results from the concentrations as moles analysed
using SF-ICP-MS.
4.5 Direct alpha spectrometry and advanced alpha-spectrometric
simulations (AASI)IV
    After the dissolution experiments, the surface of ThO2 pellets were analysed using alpha
spectrometry accompanied by simulations to gain further information about the near-surface
characteristics of the pellets. These pellets likely contained some precipitates on their surface
after leaching for 534 days.
    Normally, in alpha spectrometry, radiochemical separation methods are used to produce
less than 100 nm thin samples creating clear and good-quality peaks in the measured alpha
spectrum [86], as described above (see chapter 4.4). Thick samples make the analysis of
radionuclides difficult, or even hinder it, since the alpha particles reach the detector from
varying depths of the sample. This produces considerable peak widening, resulting in a step-
like spectrum rather than a spectrum with narrow peaks.
    Advanced alpha-spectrometric simulation (AASI) was developed by the Radiation and
Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland to simulate the propagation of alpha particles in samples
taken from the Earth’s crust, air and detector materials [87]. Using nondestructive direct alpha
measurement together with the AASI simulation program, the factors influencing the shape of
the detected alpha spectrum can be examined. A few studies have already employed this
method for either the analysis of Thule particles [86] or the analysis of air filters containing
alpha-active particles [88-89].
    AASI is based on the Monte Carlo methods and derives the spectrum from a large number
of simulated initial decay incidents. It can be used for qualitative and quantitative analyses of
alpha-active sources containing a comprehensive repertoire of isotopes. The geometry of the
source medium and the distribution of the isotopes inside the medium can vary along with the
properties of the detector and the distance between the source and the detector. In addition,
the alpha emissions from different depths in the material layers can be calculated. When
simulating, the nuclide content and physical properties of the source are varied until the
isotope composition and possible precipitate layer thickness reproducing the measured
source are found [86]. Thus, the individual isotopes underneath the surface can be examined
in detail by studying the shape of the energy spectrum along the tail of the peaks [87].
    Pellets A and B with a 229Th tracer solution and pellets C and D without a tracer in the
reference solution were analysed using direct alpha detection after 534 days of dissolution
experiments. In addition, an intact ThO2 pellet was analysed in order to compare it to leached
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pellets. Pellets 3.8 mm thick were measured using the same Canberra alpha-spectrometry
system as described above (see chapter 4.4) at a distance of ~9 mm. The energy resolution
of the detectors for the measurements varied between 23 and 48 keV (for samples A and B);
unfortunately, higher resolutions were detected for samples C and D and for the intact sample.
The geometric efficiency of the measurements reached about 0.19 ± 0.04 and the
measurement time varied from 6 to 117 hours. Background spectra were measured for three
to seven days, scaled to the measuring time of the sample spectrum and subtracted from the
sample alpha spectra. The measured spectra were compared to the simulation values
obtained using the AASI software program. The theoretical basis for these simulations is
explained in further detail in article IV.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Characteristics of sample pellets and fragments
ThO2 pellets
The purity of the starting material, ThO2 powder, for pellet fabrication was confirmed by XRD
analysis. The characteristics necessary for a suitable UO2 fuel analogue include a grain size
on the order of 8 ?m to 15 ?m, a theoretical sintered density of >95.5% and randomly
orientated grains. Figure 14 illustrates how the density of sintered pellets (defined as the
percentage of the theoretical density, 10 g/cm3) increases as the sintering temperature
increases. The maximum density, 93% of the theoretical density, was achieved at a
temperature of 1750°C. The final density of the ThO2 pellets was slightly below the optimal
density of the UO2 fuel analogue. On the other hand, the density of SNF tends to decrease
and porosity increase with fission gas bubble formation. The increasing density accompanying
the increasing sintering temperature is consistent with the decreasing porosity and increasing
grain size, as shown in the optical microscopic images of ThO2 pellets in Figure 15. We found
that the grain size increases from 2 ?m to 10 ?m at 1650°C and from to 10??m to 30 ?m at
1750°C. The grain size and crystallographic orientation of the optimal ThO2 pellets were
determined using EBSD analysis, which yielded an average grain size of 13 ?m (based on
the analysis of >10 000 grains). The results showed optimal grains randomly orientated in the
?111?, ?100? and ?101? crystal planes [article I]. The resulting grains ranged from 5 to 30 µm
and were observed to be randonmly orientated, which is consistent with the microstructures
of UO2 and SIMFUEL [91-92]
Figure 14. Density of sintered ThO2 as a function of the sintering temperature [article I].
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Figure 15. Optical microscope images of the ThO2 pellet surfaces sintered at 1600 (A), 1700
(B) and 1750°C (C) [article I].
    Figure 16 shows the profilometry image from the top of ThO2 pellet A and from the surface
of a vertical cross section of pellet B. In the image, the colour scale runs from blue to red. The
bluish colours are below the median and can be considered ‘a valley’ while the reddish and
yellow colours fall above the median. On the top surface, clear grain boundaries exist, yet no
pores are observed, indicating a very low porosity. In the profilometry image of the cross
section, however, pores are clearly visible and the grain boundaries are blurry. This indicates
a higher porosity inside the pellet.
Figure 16. Confocal profilometer images of the outer surface of a pellet (A) and the cross
section of the surface (B) of a ThO2 pellet. The bluish colours lie below the median and can
be considered ‘a valley’, while the reddish and yellow colours fall above the median [partly
published in [93]].
ThO2 fragments
    Fragmentation of the ThO2 pellets with SelFrag using the apparatus produced randomly
shaped ThO2 particles, as confirmed by optical (Figure 17) and electron microscopy (Figure
18). The particles produced using conventional comminution techniques (e.g. grinding) exhibit
similar randomly broken grains, but have normally adhered fines on their surface. Due to the
pulse fragmentation procedure, we could not observe adhered fines on those particles
produced using the Selfrag apparatus. Adhered particle-free surfaces represent the ideal
samples for the dissolution experiments undertaken in this study.
A B
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Figure 17. Photo of the 2 to 4 mm ThO2 fragments (left) and optical microscopic image of 80
to 160 um particles produced from ThO2 pellets for the dissolution experiments (right) [93].
    The particles exhibited two main textures: those with a grain boundary texture and those
without, as shown in Figure 18. The grain boundary texture of the surfaces of the original
pellets was developed through high-temperature annealing. This boundary texture may also
be possible on surfaces resulting from the pulse fragmentation process, which forces liquid
through the grain boundaries breaking the particles apart and leaving behind several surfaces
with grain boundary textures.
Figure 18. Backscattered electron (BSE) images of pulse-fragmented 80  to 160 µm particles
[article I].
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5.2 Results of the dissolution and solubility of ThO2I
Pre-experiments under atmospheric conditions
    The dissolution data for ThO2 particles (2–4 mm) leached in 0.1 M NaCl or in 0.01 M NaCl
with 2 mM NaHCO3 are shown in Figure 19. In the solution with carbonate addition (Figure
19 B), a maximum thorium concentration of ?10?10 mol/L was achieved after 6 days of
dissolution. The concentration in the ultrafiltered sample was only 3 x 10?13 mol/L after
leaching for 6 days. In the ultrafiltered samples, the concentration increased steadily from
10?13 mol/L to 5 x 10?12 mol/L over 40 days, after which the Th concentrations levelled to
between 10?11 and 10?12 mol/L in both non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples. The initial pH of
8.4 decreased slightly to pH 8.2 during the first 35 days of the experiment.
    In a 0.1 M NaCl solution, the increase in the Th concentration was not obvious; the
concentrations in both the non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples are scattered most likely due
to the concentrations measured close to the analytical detection limit (1 × 10?13 mol/L) (see
Figure 19 A). The Th concentration decreased below the detection limit in the ultrafiltered
samples after 48 days. The initial pH of the 0.1 M NaCl increased from 5.4 to 5.8 during the
first 35 days of the experiment. There is a clear difference in temporal behaviour of filtered
and non-filtered samples in both solutions. This indicates fast Th release and formation of
colloidal phases in the early stage, but later solubility inhibiting layer may be formed.
Figure 19. The evolution of the Th concentration in pre-experiments conducted in 0.1 M NaCl
(A) and in 0.01 M NaCl with 2 mM NaHCO3 (B).
    Table 2 presents the initial dissolution rates calculated from the dissolution data for the two
leaching solutions. The dissolution rate (?232Th [mol g?1 s?1]) for ThO2 was calculated by using
Equation (1)
?????? = ?? ????????? (1)
,where ? is the volume of the solution [L], ? is the mass [g] of ThO2 and d?/d? is the slope
(linear fit) determined from the evolution of 232Th release as function of time.
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    When comparing the results of the two experiments, the solubility and the dissolution rates
were greater in the solution containing carbonate, likely due to the formation of Th-containing
carbonate/hydroxide complexes. In the absence of carbonate, however, no clear trend
emerged. If the dissolution rate is calculated from the ultrafiltered samples, the obtained value
was an order of magnitude less than that in the carbonate-containing solution. Dissolved
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere may have a slight solubility increasing effect in the
experiments under atmospheric conditions in a 0.1 M NaCl solution.
Table 2. The initial dissolution rates [mol g?1s?1] calculated from the dissolution data of pre-
experiments conducted on 2 to 4 mm particles in 0.1 M NaCl and 0.01 M NaCl with 2 mM
NaHCO3 solutions under atmospheric conditions.
Solution Filtration pH Rate [mol g-1 s-1]
0.1 M NaCl non-filtered 6 6.1 × 10?19
0.1 M NaCl ultra-filtered 6 4.1 × 10?20
0.01 M NaCl (2 mM NaHCO3) non-filtered 8 1.1 × 10?17
0.01 M NaCl (2 mM NaHCO3) ultra-filtered 8 2.0 × 10?19
    To support the rate results, the effect of carbonate complexation on the solubility of thorium
was evaluated in each of the applied experimental conditions by geochemical modelling
(PHREEQC) shown in Figure 20. Th(OH)4 and other hydroxide species prevail in 0.1 M NaCl,
while in 0.01 M NaCl with 2 mM NaHCO3 the carbonate and mixed carbonate–hydroxide
complexes occur, thus increasing the solubility. The following sets of experiments were,
therefore, conducted in an inert Ar atmosphere to exclude such effects.
Figure 20. Thorium speciation in 0.1 M NaCl and 0.01 M NaCl (2mM NaHCO3). Modelled
using PHREEQC applying Andra’s database Thermochimie7b [93].
ThO2 dissolution in anaerobic conditions
    The dissolution data resulting from the leaching of 2 to 4 mm particles of ThO2 in
0.1 M NaCl in an Ar atmosphere are shown in Figures 21 (a–d). Unfiltered samples resulting
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from the smaller size fraction (80 to 160 ?m) demonstrated a relatively rapid initial increase in
the Th concentration to ?8 × 10?10 mol/L after 2 days of dissolution, followed by a progressive
decrease to 4 × 10?11 mol/L during 89 days (Figure 21a). Under the same conditions,
ultrafiltered samples (Figure 21b) yielded a maximum Th concentration of ?4 × 10?10 mol/L
after 7 days of leaching. After 9 days of dissolution, the concentration of Th decreased to
below 1 × 10?11 mol/L and remained at ?2 × 10?12 mol/L after 57 days.
Figure 21. The evolution of the Th concentration and pH in 0.1 M NaCl using 80 to 160 µm
particles (a, b) and 2 to 4 mm fragments (c, d). The figures on the left (a, c) show the results
from the non-filtered samples while those on the right (b, d) show the results for ultrafiltered
samples.
    In the experiments on fragments with a fraction of 2 to 4 mm, maximum Th concentrations
of 3 × 10?9 mol/L and 7.4 × 10?10 mol/L were reached after 23 days for non-filtered and
ultrafiltered samples, respectively (Figures 21c and 21d). This suggests that the dissolution
and precipitation–sorption kinetics are slower in these samples compared to those with a
smaller particle size and larger surface area. In the experiments using 2 to 4 mm fragments,
less surface area was available for the sorption and precipitation of secondary Th compounds,
so the saturation limit is reached slowly. In parallel experiments, the ultrafiltered concentration
(Figure 20d) showed an almost one order of magnitude variation, at 7 × 10?12 mol/L in
experiment A and 3 × 10?10 mol/L in experiment B. This may be due to the influence of the pH
ranging from 4.8 to 5.3 in the test solutions. While the pH differences were quite small, these
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findings suggest that the solubility of ThO2 is highly dependent on the H+ activity in the solution
(see Figure 4 chapter 2.4 above). The initial pH in the 2 to 4 mm ThO2 dissolution experiments
decreased rapidly from pH 8 to between 5 and 6, where it remained for the duration of the
experiment. This unexpected result is likely due to the leaching of H+ from incompletely rinsed
reaction vessels.
    To further investigate the influence of the particle size on the dissolution of ThO2,
experiments were conducted in 0.01 M HNO3 solutions, the detailed results for which appear
in article I. In nitric acid, the dissolved Th concentrations far exceeded the analytical detection
limit of Th by SF-ICP-MS. Compared to the experiments in the 0.1 M NaCl solution, the Th
concentrations were approximately two orders of magnitude higher with clear trends seen
over time. However, a difference of one order of magnitude was observed between parallel
tests using 2 to 4 mm fragments. This might result from the significant differences between
the surface morphology of the parallel fragments. The morphology and the heterogeneity of
fragments may vary depending upon from which part of the ThO2 pellet they originate, as
illustrated in Figure 16 (see chapter 5.1.1).
    The initial dissolution rates of ThO2 were calculated from the evolution of the Th
concentrations during the release period of Th into the solution, which took between 5 to 30
days depending on the liquid phase in question. The variables used in the linear regression
model and the calculated rates appear in Table 3.
Table 3. The initial dissolution rates [mol g-1s-1] calculated for parallel experiments A and B or
E and F (Rate 1 for A or E, Rate 2 for B or F) conducted under anaerobic conditions at room
temperature.
Solution Particle size Filtration pH Rate 1
[mol g-1 s-1]
Rate 2
[mol g-1 s-1]
0.1  M NaCl 80-160 µm non-filtered 5-6 1.7 × 10?15 5.6 × 10?16
0.1  M NaCl 80-160 µm ultra-filtered 5-6 2.1 × 10?16 1.1 × 10?16
0.1  M NaCl 2-4 mm non-filtered 4-5 1.5 × 10?16 2.3 × 10?17
0.1  M NaCl 2-4 mm ultra-filtered 4-5 1.0 × 10?16 2.1 × 10?17
0.01 M HNO3 80-160 µm non-filtered 2 1.3 × 10?13 3.5 × 10?14
0.01 M HNO3 80-160 µm ultra-filtered 2 2.7 × 10?14 2.2 × 10?14
0.01 M HNO3 2-4 mm non-filtered 2 2.4 × 10?14 1.7× 10?14
0.01 M HNO3 2-4 mm ultra-filtered 2 2.3 × 10?14 1.7× 10?14
    The calculated dissolution rates depend most on pH, supporting previous findings from
ThO2 solubility data (see Figure 4 in chapter 2.4). The highest rates were achieved under
acidic conditions, while the rates decreased under neutral and basic conditions. Furthermore,
the presence of carbonate slightly increased the dissolution rate. A smaller particle size owing
to the bigger surface area also increased the initial dissolution rate. Small differences were
also observed between parallel experiments (A and B or E and F; Rate 1 vs. Rate 2) and in
the comparison between rates calculated from non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples.
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The solubility of ThO2
    Figure 21 presents the solubility levels at the end of the dissolution experiments, which
were compared to the equilibrium data of ThO2 and Th(OH)4 taken from the ThermoChimie
database [NEA/TDB]. It should be noted that in some experiments the Th concentration did
not achieve a clearly constant level, but rather decreased at the end of 90 days. For example,
in the experiment on 2 to 4 mm fragments in 0.1 M NaCl in Ar, the solubility level did not
stabilise to a steady-state during the experiments. In addition, the experiments with 2 to 4mm
fragments in 0.01 M HNO3 showed decreasing trend at the point of 90 days and the system
might not have been in equilibrium state.
    As can be seen, the solubilities measured at pH 2 were at a lower level than would be
expected from the thermodynamics. Yet, the solubility at pH ranging from 4 to 8 fell between
the theoretical solubilities of crystalline ThO2 and amorphous Th(OH)4 (see Figure 22).
Solubilities below the theoretical solubility of ThO2 (cr) have also been observed in other
undersaturated dissolution experiments conducted in acidic conditions [14, 42]. Neck et al.’s
experiments [42] also showed that the value of the solubility product was dependent upon the
crystallite size. At a higher pH range, the data here reached lower levels compared to the
values presented by Neck et al. [42] and Vandenborre et al. [14]. These values may result
from the higher crystallinity or due to the relatively high sintering temperature of the ThO2
utilised in this study. Previously, Rand et al.[94] have reported the solubility decreasing effect
of ThO2(cr) as a function of increasing crystallite size. Even thought the experiments were
conducted in undersaturated conditions, in most cases the maximum concentration was
achieved during the early stages of the experiments, after which the thorium concentration
began to level out indicating that a secondary precipitation occurred.
    SF-ICP-MS enabled an extremely accurate analysis of the dissolved Th concentrations.
The detection limit was 10?12 mol/L, which is about two decades lower than that achieved
using conventional quadrupole ICP-MS such as that used in previous Th solubility studies [19,
21, 61, 95-97].
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Figure 22. The solubility levels of thorium after approximately 100 days investigated in this
work using crystalline ThO2. The thermochemical equilibrium data for ThO2 and Th(OH)4
[NEA/TDB] are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. Letters A and B refer to parallel
experiments conducted in 0.1 M NaCl, whereas parallel experiments E and F were conducted
in 0.01 M HNO3. KA refers to 0.1 M NaCl, with pH 6 and HA to 0.01 M NaCl (2 mm NaHCO3)
with pH 8 [article I].
5.3 Results of the surface investigationsI & II
SEM imaging of leached ThO2 surfacesI
    The SEM images of acid-leached ThO2 particles revealed that the particle leaching
behaviour can differ enormously (see Figure 23). Some particles (Figure 23A) did not differ
from fresh and unreacted particles (cf. Figure 18, chapter 5.1.2). However, for a single particle,
some surfaces showed grain rounding and widening along the grain boundaries indicating
grain boundary dissolution (Figure 23B), while other surfaces appeared to host a ‘blanket’ of
secondary phases precipitated from the solution. In addition, some particles showed
characteristics of either a higher initial porosity, a more vigorous dissolution or both (Figure
23C).
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Figure 23. BSE images of 80 to 160 µm particles leached in 1 M HNO3 at 80 °C for 4 weeks.
A leached particle resembling a fresh one (A). One particle (B) first showing areas of clear
dissolution (?), second no reaction with grain boundaries (?) and third an area with no grain
boundaries (?) indicating precipitation on that surface. The last particle (C) showed deeper
dissolution, which had deformed grain boundaries and some cavities were formed.
    These dissolution differences may result from the different particle morphologies originating
from the different parts of the intact pellets. As described above (see chapter 5.1.1), the
structure of the original pellets was not homogenous. This most likely results from the upper
particle with clear grain boundaries originating from the pellet surface which features a more
stable grain structure compared to other particles. The last particle (C) may feature a more
porous structure, as we see in the cross section of the original ThO2 pellet (see Figure 16,
chapter 5.1.1).
A
B
C
?
?
?
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Integrated imaging with VSI, AFM and SEM-EBSDII
    The thorium concentration dissolved from annealed ThO2 pellets at 90°C in nitric acid
showed a similar behaviour to previous experiments (article I). The concentration increased
rapidly during the initial days of the experiment, decreasing to a constant level after ten days
of dissolution (see Figure 1c in article II). The initial dissolution rate of the annealed ThO2
samples was 5.23 ± 0.1 x 10-7 (g m-2 d-1) (? 3 x 10-15 mol g-1 s-1) at 90°C, which is approximately
one order of magnitude slower than the rates for particles and fragments in 0.01 M HNO3 at
room temperature (Table 3). Despite the higher temperature, the decreased rate is most
probably observed due to more stable surfaces of annealed pellet with less defect sites in
comparison to surfaces of crushed particles. Similar observations were done for CeO2
surfaces in article II.
    Figure 24 shows the selected grains of CeO2 and their AFM profiles measured as a function
of leaching time. The grain surfaces are measured against the inert reference surface at a
constant height. In article II, the AFM or SEM-EBSD images of the ThO2 surfaces were not
presented; these appear here in Figure 25. In addition, Table 4 lists the grain orientations,
grain boundary misorientations and the depths from the integrated imaging approach. The
evolution of the surface and depth of the grain boundaries using different misorentation angles
preceded AFM as a function of time.
Figure 24. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image and cross sections of CeO2 grains with the
grain boundaries of low (A) and high (B) misorientation angles. The grain surfaces are
measured against the inert reference surface at a constant height. The cross sections show
the change in the depth of the grain boundaries and grain surfaces with time during dissolution
at 90°C in 0.01 M HNO3. [article II]
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Figure 25. Electron backscattering diffraction (EBD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
image of a monitored ThO2 surface area and grains with their crystallographic orientations.
    At the beginning of the experiment between, 0 and 1 days, it was observed that the retreat
rates of the CeO2 grain boundaries were greater than the surface retreat rates. In both CeO2
and ThO2, the retreat rate of the different grain boundaries was greatest for the high
misorientation angle boundaries compared to the low misorientation angle grain boundaries.
The retreat rate of the highest ThO2 misorientation angle (56°) was more than twice that of the
misorientation angle of 23.91°. These observations indicate a strong crystallographic control
over dissolution and that an instant release takes place at the grain boundaries. After seven
days of dissolution, measuring the grain boundaries was no longer possible in ThO2 due to
the appearance of a surface layer. This agrees with the dissolution data, showing a decrease
in the thorium concentration after an initial release. The disappearance of the grain boundaries
was observed for some ThO2 particles using SEM imaging (Figure 23B) indicating the
formation of a surface layer after the initial release. Previously, Rai et al. [98] demonstrated
that the amorphous ThO2(am) phases were converted to crystalline ThO2(cr) upon heating at
90°C in an acidic solution. Therefore, recrystallized ThO2 may form some kind of layer on the
surface. The formation of relatively stable secondary phases might explain the observed
dissolution behaviour of ThO2.
Table 4. Grain boundary depths of CeO2 and ThO2 grains at different grain orientations and
grain boundary misorientation angles (presented in Figures 24 and 25) as a function of time
during dissolution at 90°C in 0.01 M HNO3 [article II].
grain boundary grain boundary depth (?m)
analogue
composition
grain
orientations
misorientation angle
(deg) (±0.01)
0 days
(±0.01)
1 day
(±0.01)
7 days
(±0.01)
grain boundary retreat rate
??m d?1) (±0.001)
CeO2 (025)/(001) 36.01 0.9 1.03 1.00 0.014
(001)/(356) 59.84 1.01 1.21 1.13 0.017
ThO2 (103)/(506) 23.91 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.007
(103)/(014) 39.33 0.04 0.14 0.15 0.012
(416)/(506) 56.05 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.015
(416)
(416)
(506)
(506)
(103)
(103)
(014)
(014)
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5.4 Results from dissolution experiments with a 229Th tracerIII
Solution results with SF-ICP-MS
    In all experiments, 232Th was released relatively rapidly from 232ThO2 during the initial days
of the experiment, as illustrated in Figure 26. The dissolution experiments with a 229Th tracer
(A, B, E and F) approached equilibrium from oversaturation, whereas those experiments
without a tracer (C, D, G and H) began from undersaturation. A fast initial release occurred
despite the excess 229Th in the aqueous phase. The results indicate that the initial dissolution
is particularly driven by the surface stability of the dissolving 232ThO2 surfaces and grain
boundaries rather than by chemical equilibrium. These observations are in agreement with
previous findings from the broader study (articles I and II).
    The concentrations of 229Th clearly decreased during the initial 20 days, most likely due to
the precipitation and adsorption of the Th hydroxide species on the vessel and the ThO2
surfaces. In most of the tracer experiments, the 229Th and 232Th concentrations converge and
fall to between 10-11 and 10-10 mol/l within 60 days (see Figure 26). Yet, none of those
concentrations achieved a constant level, since a slight decrease was still observed at 104
days. The 232Th concentrations in the undersaturation experiments (C, D, G and H) showed
quite similar trends, although exhibiting slightly lower 232Th concentrations than their reference
experiments (A, B, E and F) with a 229Th tracer.
    The results of parallel experiments all agreed with one another except for the one order of
magnitude difference in the thorium concentrations between ThO2 pellets A and B. In addition,
the difference in the dissolution and precipitation behaviours was observed in the release
calculations of 232Th using the isotopic dilution method. This method showed that pellet A
dissolved up to day 40, whereas the experiment B reaction becomes a net precipitation after
20 days (see Figure 5 in article III). This raises a question regarding which factors cause such
a difference. The initial near-neutral pH increased to up to about 9 over 104 days, and the pH
difference between parallel samples was 0.8 to 0.5 pH units. However, under basic conditions
the pH should not significantly affect the solubility (see Figure 4, chapter 2.4). Another possible
explanation may lie in the pellet surfaces, whereby the grain sizes and grain boundaries were
non-identical and dissolution differed due to the pellet surface energies (see Figure 23).
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Figure 26. Evolution of thorium concentrations (using SF-ICP-MS) in the dissolution
experiments conducted with pellet (A–D) and fragment (E–H) samples. Experiments A, B, E
and F contained 10-9 mol/L of a 229Th tracer in the aqueous phase at the initial stage of the
experiments [article III].
    When comparing the results from non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples after 534 days of
dissolution, the concentrations in the ultrafiltered samples were close to or below the detection
limit of 10-12 mol/L, whereas the concentration in non-filtered samples increased. This increase
was significant for the experiments between 104 and 534 days, particularly among the
fragmented samples (E, F, G and H) (see the table in Figure 26). This indicates that most of
the thorium in an aqueous solution was present in the colloidal form. Thorium has a strong
tendency to form polynuclear species and colloids under slightly basic conditions [24-25, 34].
The elevated 232Th concentrations indicate the increase of colloidal phases in a solution as
dissolution proceeds from 104 to 534 days. The amount of adsorbed or precipitated thorium
along the reaction vessel walls was estimated by leaching the vessels with 1 M HNO3.The
polynuclear and colloidal species strongly tend towards adsorption onto surfaces, which was
also observed from the results of the vessel leachates (Figure 27). The concentration of 232Th
in the vessel leachates was one to two orders of magnitude higher than the concentration in
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the aqueous phase after 534 days of dissolution, indicating that a significant amount of
dissolved thorium was sorbed or precipitated to the vessel surfaces.
    The thorium hydroxides and oxyhydroxides precipitated or adsorbed onto the pellet surface
most likely resulting in the slight difference in the 232Th concentrations observed between the
dissolution experiments with and without a 229Th tracer. Due to the excess 229Th, it probably
precipitates or adsorbs during the early stage of the oversaturation experiment. Yet, in the
undersaturation experiments lacking 229Th in the aqueous phase, the sorption sites are fulfilled
from the fraction of 232Th, which is first dissolved from the solid phase.
Figure 27. 232Th results from 104- and 534-day dissolution experiments in 0.01 M NaCl and
from the reaction vessel leachates (1 M HNO3) measured using SF-ICP-MS.
   The isotopic ratios were analysed to calculate the total dissolution of thorium by using the
isotope dilution method [99], which takes into account the precipitation and sorption out from
solution. This method provides the total amount of thorium released into a solution from the
solid phase from the measured 229Th/232Th ratio and the concentration of 232Th in a solution.
The calculations are described in further detail in article III.
    The 229Th/232Th ratios decreased in all tracer experiments (A, B, E and F), as illustrated in
Figure 27. The ratio decreased significantly already during the first day, which agrees with the
initial fast release of 232Th from the solid phase (see Figure 26). Over 104 days, the isotopic
ratio approached 1 and clearly decreased to below 1 after 500 days. The isotopic ratios
continuously decrease as expected. This suggests that the dissolution and precipitation
reactions also continue in the equilibrium state.These observations support the theoretical
hypothesis that the, solid-solution equilibrium is dynamic as the chemical equilibrium in
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dissolution process involves the two way transfer of material from and to the ThO2 surface. In
nature, reactions like these can lead to the isotopic fractionation of lighter elements like Mg,
O or Ca [100-101]. The precipitating mineral phase may favor the lighter isotope as their mass
difference is relatively high (~8 %). However, in the case of 229Th tracer experiments the mass
difference between 229Th and 232Th is only 1.3 % and there is a huge excess of 232Th isotope.
In pellet experiment, the molar ratio 229Th/232Th in the system is 6.6 x 10-9.
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Figure 28. Evolution of the 229Th/232Th ratios analysed using SF-ICP-MS in the dissolution
experiments conducted using a 229Th tracer (A, B, E and F) over 534 days.
    For comparison, isotopic ratios were measured from the vessel-out leachates (see Table
5). The results illustrate that in most cases the amount of 229Th is higher along the vessel walls
than in the solution. However, the ratios are remarkably lower after 534 days than the ratios
measured in the aqueous phase at the beginning of the experiment. This suggests that
dissolution and precipitation reactions occur not only on the solid surface of ThO2, but also
along the vessel walls. In most cases (B, E and F), the ratio in the aqueous phase is
substantially lower during the solution phase than along the vessel walls, indicating that the
surface sites were primarily occupied by 229Th, but equilibrated with the aqueous phase over
time.
Table 5. 229Th/232Th ratios (by SF-ICP-MS) in the dissolution experiments conducted with a
tracer (A, B, E and F) in a solution and along the vessel walls (in vessel leachates) after 534
days.
Sample type A B E F
Solution 534 d 0.580 0.013 0.031 0.056
Vessel leachate 534 d 0.336 0.515 1.095 0.983
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    The complete release of 232Th was calculated using the isotopic method from the measured
232Th concentrations and isotopic 229Th/232Th ratios. The release data for thorium were plotted
as a function of time. Table 6 displays the resulting rates. The linear regression models were
fitted using the calculated data points from 0 to 10 days to evaluate the initial release and
dissolution rates. The data for experiments A and E showed a linear nature over 104 days.
Thus, for those experiments, the second rates appearing after 20-day dissolution were also
calculated. The amount of released 232Th and the dissolution rates are higher using the
isotopic method than when measuring only the concentration of 232Th in the solution. As we
see here, the second rates are slightly lower than the initial rates. In addition, the second rates
are probably closer to the long-term dissolution rates when most of the high-energy surface
sites are already dissolved.
Table 6. The initial dissolution rates (10 days) of ThO2 using the isotopic dilution method and
the values used in the calculations (dc/dt, masses for the solids and volumes for the solutions;
2nd refers to the secondary rate after 20 days).
    The difference between the fragmented and pellet rates appears quite small. The
fragmented samples yielded slightly higher rates in comparison to the ThO2 pellets. When
compared to the rates for the ThO2 fragments calculated previously using a normal dissolution
method, the rates here (pH ~8) fall between 10-19 mol  g-1s-1 determined under aerobic
conditions (pH 6) and 10-17 -10-16 mol g-1s-1 determined under anaerobic conditions (pH 5).
Dissolution results by ICP-MS compared with alpha spectrometry
The results from the ICP-MS analyses were compared with those from the radiochemical
technique, a method that uses chemical separation and alpha spectrometry. The 534-day
samples with a 229Th tracer were separated, precipitated and measured using alpha
spectrometry. The peaks of the tracer 229Th and 228Th, a daughter nuclide of 232Th, were
clearly detected in the spectrum, whereas 232Th (t1/2 =  1.4  x  1010) appears as a very small
peak. The 229Th activities integrated from the measured peaks were converted to
concentrations.
    The concentrations of 229Th determined through alpha spectrometry and SF-ICP-MS
appear in Table 7. The two methods yielded comparable results. The biggest difference was
found for pellet sample B, which has the lowest concentration, causing more uncertainty in
the results for both the alpha and ICP measurements. In this sample, the concentration of
229Th analysed using ICP-MS was four times lower than that measured using alpha
spectrometry.
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Table 7. 229Th concentrations measured using alpha spectroscopy and SF-ICP-MS in 534 day
samples. Concentrations were determined from 232Th and the isotopic ratio of 229Th/232Th.
    The detection limit of 232Th (and 229Th) in the ICP-MS analyses varied from 1 x 10-12mol/l to
4 x 10-12mol/l depending on the daily efficiency of the instrument. The detection limit of 232Th
in alpha spectrometry was 7.6 x 10-11 mol/l (0.0007 Bq/l) calculated using the Currie method
[102]. This is more than a decade higher than the detection limit achieved by SF-ICP-MS,
preferred given its sensitivity as a technique for 232Th. By contrast, the detection limit of 229Th
was 1.34 x 10-16 mol/l (0.00024 Bq/l), significantly better than that for SF-ICP-MS.
    The detection limit of 232Th via the activity measurement is higher than that for 229Th due to
its longer half-life (t1/2(232Th) = 14 x 109 years) compared to t1/2(229Th) = 7340 years) and thus
its lower specific activity. In alpha spectroscopy, we must take into account that the separation
procedure is time-consuming and tedious, and the benefit of the lower detection limit is not
easily achieved.
5.5 Direct alpha measurement of pellets and advanced simulationsVI
    The intact ThO2 pellet (sample E) and the leached pellet (sample C) were measured using
alpha spectrometry. Their measured and background-subtracted spectra are shown in Figure
29. The spectrum of the intact pellet shows only the step-like characteristics of the mother
nuclide 232Th and its daughters ending at 212Po with the highest energy. The spectrum of the
leached pellet, however, clearly shows detectable peaks diverging from the step-like
spectrum. The peaks of the daughter nuclides (228Th, 224Ra, 220Rn, 216Po and 212Po) indicate
increasing amounts of daughter nuclides at the surface of the leached pellet in comparison to
the intact pellet. The relatively high solubilities of Ra and Rn (gas) in comparison to the nearly
insoluble Th probably increase the amount of Ra, Rn and following daughters in the solution
phase from which they are co-precipitated by forming thorium hydroxides after the fast initial
release of thorium. In addition, the high concentration of 228Th is notable, which is possibly
due to the alpha recoil process where the daughter nuclides reside in the damaged
crystallographic sites within the pellet, from where they may more readily mobilise [103].
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Figure 29. The measured spectra of the intact ThO2 pellet E and ThO2 pellet C leached in
0.01 M NaCl for 534 days.
    The alpha energies of the 232Th and 229Th series daughter nuclides were used to interpret
the peaks and steps in the measured spectra (Figures 29 and 30). The observed counts and
the frequency of decay incidents in the spectrum depend on the nuclides half-lives—the
shorter the half-life, the higher the observed counts at the energy of the alpha daughter for
similar numbers of decaying atoms. The simulated spectrum of the intact ThO2 pellet is shown
in Figure 30. This simulation appears as a rough step-like spectrum with no clear peaks,
continuing as steps for the daughters through the last unstable alpha-active isotope 212Po with
an extremely short half-life. Because the energy calibration of pellets E and C shifted slightly
during the analysis, the fit of the simulations to the measured spectra proved challenging. This
can be seen as a difference for 212Po steps in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Simulated spectrum of the intact 232ThO2 sample (pellet E, red) accompanied by
the histogram of the measured spectrum (black).
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    After the reference pellets (C and E) were measured, pellet A—leached in a 229Th tracer–
labelled solution—was also measured using alpha spectrometry. The spectrum was simulated
as shown in Figure 31. The measured spectrum has relatively narrow alpha peaks for 229Th
and the daughter nuclides of the 232Th and 229Th decay series. No clear peak for 232Th is seen,
indicating that the primary component of the pellet spreads homogeneously throughout the
medium. Yet, the distinct peaks for the 232Th and 229Th alpha daughters suggest the presence
of differing amounts of those isotopes in a thin layer above the pellet compared to the bulk
232ThO2. Below the peak spectrum a clear step-like structure for both decay chains of 232Th
and 229Th is observed (article IV). In addition, the step-like spectrum of 229Th and its daughters
suggests that they penetrate into the 232ThO2 bulk pellet beneath the surface layer. These
findings were examined with subsequent AASI simulations.
Figure 31. Measured (red) and simulated (black) spectra of 232ThO2 pellet  A  using  a
concentrated layer of 229Th and daughter nuclides (of both decay series) on top of the pellet.
    For AASI simulations, the dimensions of the pellets and their measurement positions were
needed to calculate the geometric efficiency. In addition, the density of the pellet was used to
run the simulations. Separate simulations were run for the relative concentrations in the bulk
medium and the various thicknesses of the surface layers. By using both the bulk and surface
layer, we allowed a better fit for the simulations. The spectrum was simulated iteratively until
a qualitative match was obtained.
    The thin layer was simulated at a maximum thickness of 0.1 µm. A thinner medium did not
yield a better fit to the measurements because of the limited energy resolution of the detector.
The surface layer quite likely contains mostly 232Th, although a clear alpha peak for 232Th
remains unseen because of its homogenous nature to bulk 232ThO2 beneath the surface.
    The direct alpha measurement and simulations of the ThO2 pellet were in good agreement
with the results of the dissolution experiments, in which the drop in [Th](aq) after fast initial
dissolution indicates adsorption or precipitation (articles I, II and III). The layer formation was
also observed by AFM after 7 days leaching of pellet in 0.01 M HNO3 at 90 °C (article II). The
chemical form of the surface layer in both cases is unknown. Most probably some amorphous
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ThOx(OH)y · H20 first adsorbs from the solution onto the pellet surface, but later they may
transform towards ThO2(cr) with time. Previously, Neck and Kim (2001) have suggested that
in their experiments the surface of ThO2 (cr) was covered by amorphous Th(OH)4 layer, which
serves as solubility limiting phase. Rai et al. [98] have shown that these amorphous phases
are capable to recrystallization. In their experiments the ThO2(am) was converted to crystalline
ThO2(cr) upon heating at 90°C in acidic solution. Under near neutral conditions the layer
appears most probably mainly as amorphous ThOx(OH)y · H20. However, it is more
pronounced that solid transformations are slow under near neutral or basic conditions at 25°C
[94]. In those conditions, the surface layer remains longer in amorphous ThOx(OH)y · H20
form, but may show significant decrease in Th solubility due to ageing affect, which is more
probable in higher [Th]aq.
    In addition, the alpha spectrometry provided interesting information on the behaviour of the
daughter nuclides, present at such low concentrations that many other methods cannot reach
such low detection limits. Similar to leached pellet C, the relatively high solubilities of Ra and
Rn likely lead to increased amounts of Ra, Rn and the resulting daughters in the solution
phase [35]. After the relatively fast initial dissolution of thorium, the daughter nuclides can be
co-precipitated or adsorbed as thorium begins to form low solubility hydroxides.
The fact that 229Th and all its daughter nuclides, initially present in solution, showed step
like characteristics in the alpha spectrum indicates that the route or mechanism for intrusion
would be same for all nuclides. The results from article II show that the grain boundaries play
a significant role during the initial release and dissolve relatively quickly to more stable grains.
In the same article, the results for CeO2 suggested that the dissolution occurs preferentially
along the grain boundaries and that the boundaries may act as conduits for solution ingress
during dissolution. Vandenborre et al. [14] determined that 80% of the surface of sintered
ThO2 featured less reactive crystalline thorium oxide grains. The remaining 20% was largely
composed of grain boundaries and corresponded to the more reactive ThO(x)(OH)(y)(H2O)(z).
They suggested that the latter is involved in solid–solution exchange mechanisms. Thus, the
grain boundaries are the most probable route for 229Th and its daughter nuclides to intrude
below the <0.1 µm surface layer,  deeper into the bulk of 232ThO2 pellet. The prevailing secular
equilibrium of 229Th and its daughters does also support this hypothesis. The formation of solid
solution in the ThO2 matrix cannot be excluded totally.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
    The effort to produce ThO2 pellets with similar microstructures to the UO2 in fuel matrix was
successful. The grain size was close to 10 to 20 microns and the grains showed a random
crystallographic orientation. However, microscopic studies showed that the pellet
microstructure remains heterogeneous and thus might introduce some variation in the
leaching behaviour. The heterogeneity of the original pellets—that is, the difference in the
porosity and grain size of ThO2—likely significantly affects experiments conducted using a few
2 to 4 mm fragments, possibly originating from the different locations of the original pellet.
    A faster initial dissolution was observed in the experiments with particles 80 to 160 µm in
size. Subsequent adsorption and/or precipitation was also relatively fast, most likely due to
the higher surface area, which controls both dissolution and precipitation. In comparison, a
slower release rate was found in the experiments with fragments 2 to 4 mm, yet the resulting
maximum Th concentration was higher. This could indicate that release of Th took place along
high-energy surface sites such as the grain boundaries, more common among fragments 2 to
4 mm in size than in smaller particles. However, in these fragments, a smaller surface area
exists than in smaller particles and less of the released Th could be adsorbed or precipitated.
    In the experiments, the effect of the carbonate complexation was observed, but we found
that the magnitude of dissolution in these experiments was primarily dependent on pH. The
dissolution rates of thorium in pellets and fragments fell within the range of 10-16 mol g-1s-1 and
10-19 mol  g-1s-1 in NaCl solutions and between 10-13 mol  g-1s-1 and 10-15 mol  g-1s-1 in HNO3
solutions. The dissolution rates decreased over time in the leaching experiments. The rates
after the fast initial release days are likely closer to the long-term dissolution rates when most
of the high-energy surface sites are already dissolved and the adsorption or precipitation
already block some of the sites. The amount of released 232Th and the dissolution rates are
higher when using the isotopic method than when measuring only the concentration of 232Th
in the solution by SF-ICP-MS.
    The dissolution process appears to be controlled not only by the chemical equilibrium but
also by the surface stability of the dissolving sample surfaces. The fast release most likely
occurs due to ‘high-energy surface site’ dissolution. These sites consist of grain boundaries
and crystallographic defects which play a significant role in early-stage dissolution. The
original characteristics of the material, such as the grain size and grain boundary features,
and heterogeneous morphology, have most likely affect the dissolution behaviour. The
crystallization state, sample preparation and pre-leaching have also an effect on dissolution
behaviour. Thus, the high sintering temperature of the fabricated ThO2 pellets used in this
investigation compared with previous studies might have caused slightly lower solubility
values.
    The release of thorium from the ThO2 surface leads to the saturation of the solution with
respect to it forming amorphous ThOx(OH)y·H2O or even polynuclear Thx(OH)y species. These
amorphous phases are capable of recrystallizing, especially under elevated temperatures and
acidic conditions. Under higher pH (? 4) layer consist most probably ThOx(OH)y·H2O (am) with
low solubility. Amorphous layer can evolve slowly via solid state transformation to less soluble
phases while ageing. This kind of layer can serve as solubility limiting phase, providing a
barrier to further dissolution and leading to the formation of surfaces that precipitate rather
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than dissolve. In this study, the formation of a layer onto the ThO2 pellet slows thorium
dissolution as observed using AFM. The results of the leaching experiments showed that the
different particles in the same experiment yield quite variable dissolution and precipitation
processes occurring simultaneously, most likely due to the different local surface energies of
different particles and grains.
    The 229Th tracer experiments showed that the dissolution process involves the two way
transfer of material from and to the ThO2 surface taking place at a very early stage in the
experiments. Adsorption and/or precipitation leads to the formation of a 229Th-rich layer at the
top of the 232ThO2 pellet. This observation was supported by the direct alpha measurements
accompanied with AASI, which together showed that the layer did not exceed a thickness of
0.1 µm. By the end of the 229Th tracer experiments, the solution leached from the vessel walls
revealed that a significant amount of 232Th adsorbed or precipitated along those vessel walls.
The isotopic ratio measurement revealed a ratio closer to that measured in the solution at the
end of the experiment than that at the beginning, indicating that precipitation on the vessel
wall surface together with the precipitation on the pellet surface accompany adjustments to
the solubility equilibrium.
    All experiments conducted at pH > 2 showed temporal variation between the non-filtered
and ultra filtered solution concentrations of Th, indicating that colloids play a role in these
conditions. In the long-term experiments, a remarkable increase in the concentration of Th in
a solution after between 104 and 534 days of leaching was observed, suggesting an increase
in the colloidal phases in a solution as dissolution of the solid phase proceeds. These
polynuclear and colloidal species also have a high tendency towards sorption on the surfaces,
agreeing with various previous observations. Yet, we must ask, what really happens between
100 and 534 days? Is the capacity of the surface to adsorb the formed thorium hydrous phases
fulfilled? Further sampling points and techniques more sophisticated than those employed
here would allow us to study the chemistry of the surfaces and to identify the thorium species
such as colloids.
    One goal of this study aimed to validate the method developed to analyse the 229Th/232Th
isotopic ratio using the SF-ICP-MS technique. Towards this aim, the other method employed
here relied on alpha spectrometry. These two methods yielded comparable results for 229Th
concentrations. The congruent results appear to validate the thorium concentration
measurements by SF-ICP-MS. The direct alpha measurement yielded interesting insight into
the dissolution and co-precipitation behaviour of the alpha daughter nuclides of the 229Th and
232Th decay series. The concentrated layer of 229Th also contained concentrated amounts of
the daughters of the 232Th decay series, suggesting that they were released from the bulk
before they co-precipitated onto the surface layer. In general, the daughter nuclides are
located at the grain boundaries and defect sites, and can, therefore, more easily mobilised.
The solubilities of Ra and Rn are also known to exceed the solubilities of thorium, leading to
a higher release of them and the following daughter nuclides. By contrast, the presence of
229Th and its daughters was also observed in the bulk beneath the surface layer. The grain
boundaries and pores appear to be the primary paths into the bulk pellet matrix, although the
formation of a solid solution cannot be completely discounted.
    This study has brighten the understanding of dissolution behavior sparingly soluble ThO2.
It has also been an example case of 4+ actinide release mimicking the dissolution of UO2
under strict reducing conditions and with no localized oxidation, in deep geological repository.
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Abstract: The objective of this study was to investigate the
dissolution rate ofThO
2
whichwas synthesised to approx-
imate, as closely as possible, the microstructure ofUO
2
in
a nuclear fuel matrix. The optimal sintering temperature
forThO
2
pellets was found to be 1750 ∘C, which produced
pellets with amicrostructure similar to UO
2
nuclear fuel
pellets,with randomlyorientedgrains ranging in size from
10 to 30 μm. Dissolutionwas conducted usingThO
2
parti-
cles of different size fractions (80 to160 μm and 2 to4mm)
in the presence and absence of carbonate, in solutions
with pH from 2 to 8 and at80 ∘C. Dissolution rateswere cal-
culated from Th released from the solid phase to solution.
Particles of ThO
2
were also leached with 1M HNO
3
at
80
∘
C in order to investigate the morphological changes at
the particle surfaces. The concentration of Thwas found to
be≥ 10−9mol/LatpH ≤ 4, lower than the theoretical solu-
bility of crystallineThO
2
. At higher pH values, from 4 to 8,
the measured concentrations (10−10 to 10−12mol/L) were
between the theoretical solubility of ThO
2
and Th(OH)
4
.
Grain boundaries were shown to exert an influence on the
dissolution ofThO
2
particles. Using high resolution aque-
ous solution analysis, these data presented here extend
the current understanding of Th solubility in solution.
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1 Introduction
Thorium dioxide (ThO
2
) is isostructural to UO
2
, shar-
ing the same fluorite-type structure (space group Fm3m),
making it a useful structural analogue for spent nuclear
fuel, which is predominantly composed of UO
2
(> 95%).
However, unlike U(IV)O
2
, Th(IV)O
2
is not redox active
since Th has only one prevailing oxidation state, +4 [1].
The next generation applications of nuclear energy have
shown interest towards thorium [2]. As a fuel, thorium has
many beneficial properties, such as high fusion temper-
ature, good sintering capability, resistance against radia-
tion damage, greater abundance in the Earth’s crust com-
pared to U, and the possibility for transmutation [2].
The preferred option worldwide for the long-term dis-
posal of spent nuclear fuel, and potentially future Th-
based nuclear fuels, is disposal in a deep geological dis-
posal facility, several hundreds of metres below ground [3,
4]. In this environment, the release of Th and other ra-
dionuclides to the geo- and bio-spheres will be controlled
by the dissolution of the fuel by groundwater. Hence it is
necessary to understand the dissolution behaviour of the
fuel and the solubility of radionuclides in groundwater.
In the literature, the solubility values for ThO
2
, and
also the hydrolysis constants of thorium, show great dis-
crepancies e.g. Vandenborre et al. 2008, 2010 Neck and
Kim, 2001 [5–7]. Themain reasons for these differences in-
clude: the tendency of Th to undergo polynucleation and
colloid formation, its strong absorption to surfaces, and
the low solubility ofTh(IV) hydroxide and hydrous oxide.
The presence of complexing ligands likeCO2−
3
[8] has also
been shown to increase the solubility ofThO
2
. These char-
acteristics of thorium together with the relatively low sol-
ubility of ThO
2
(cr) make solubility studies of ThO
2
chal-
lenging.
The solubility product values have been observed to
vary betweenThO
2
(microcryst.) (log 𝐾∘sp = −53±0.5) and
Th(OH)
4
(am) (log𝐾∘sp = −46.7±0.9) [9–11] dependingon
the crystallinity and crystallite size of the Th(IV) oxide and
hydroxide or oxyhydroxide phase. The predicted value, ac-
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cording to the Equation of Schindler [12] and experimen-
tal data for ThO
2
(cr) is log𝐾∘sp = −54.2 ± 1.1 [9]. In ad-
dition to crystallinity, surface phenomena have been dis-
cussed as apossible factor affecting the solubility proper-
ties. Vanderborre et al. 2010 [6] combined investigation of
solid surfaces with leaching experiments, and isotopic ex-
changemethods to understand the discrepancy in solubil-
ity values and to describe the reversibility in the exchange
mechanism. They observed that the dissolutionmainly oc-
curred at grain boundaries and showed variation between
different sites, indicating “local solubility” effects. In ad-
dition, the usage of 229Th spiking revealed dynamic disso-
lution/precipitation reactions on the solid/solution inter-
face.
Many solubility studies have been conducted with
amorphous phases of ThO
2
[13–17] because its solubility,
compared to well-crystallineThO
2
, simplifies the analysis
of Th in liquid phase. Crystalline phases ofThO
2
have also
been studied [18, 19]. Hubert et al. [18] observed the effect
of surface properties on the leachibility of solidThO
2
. Fac-
tors including specific surface area, surface state and size
of aggregates were found to have influence on the appar-
ent solubility. However, when the leaching rate was nor-
malized to surface area, it seemed to be independent of the
surface characteristics.
The aims of this study were to prepare crystalline
ThO
2
pellets having amicrostucture similar to that of
spentUO
2
nuclear fuel pellets and to conduct dissolution
experiments, in order to further evalauate the relative sol-
ubility of ThO
2
phases. We report the initial release rate
of Th during the first 20 to 40 days of dissolution. Sol-
ubility studies were extended to 100 to 120 days to gain
a thorough understanding of the solubility limit of differ-
ent ThO
2
phases.
The first experiment series in the solubility and disso-
lution rate studies was conducted with 2 to 4mm particles
in 0.1M NaCl and 0.01M NaCl with 2mM NaHCO
3
so-
lutions under atmospheric conditions. The second exper-
iment series was conducted with two particle sizes, 60 to
180 μm and 2 to 4mm, in 0.1M NaCl and 0.01M HNO
3
solutions in an Ar glove box to exclude atmospheric car-
bon. In addition, several accelerated leachingexperiments
were run in 1M HNO
3
solution and at 80 ∘C in order to
observe surface changes during dissolution in a relatively
short time scale.
2 Experimental
2.1 Preparation of ThO2 pellets
Thoriumdioxide pellets were prepared to approximate the
microstructure ofUO
2
fuel [19–21], with grain sizes in the
range of 5–30 μm, with random crystallographic orien-
tation. The precursor material was ThO
2
powder (BDH
(British Drug House) Laboratory Reagents Ltd., Lot No:
G83757/541012), which was confirmed as pure ThO
2
by
powder X-ray Diffraction using STOE Cu-IP diffractometer,
with aCu𝐾
𝛼
source (diffraction patterns were collected at
20 < 2𝜃 < 60
∘ at 2∘min−1, using a step size of 0.02∘). 1 g of
ThO
2
powder was placed within a 10mm diameter hard-
ened stainless steel die and uniaxially pressed with a load
of 100MPa. The green density (i.e. compacted density) of
the pressed compacts was calculated prior to sintering by
measuring the pellet mass and geometry. GreenThO
2
pel-
lets, placed on stabilised zirconia setter plates, were sin-
tered in triplicate for4 hat temperatures between 1300and
1750
∘
C in a standard air atmosphere muffle furnace. Pel-
lets were heated and cooledwith a ramp rate of 5 ∘Cmin−1
and held at the sintering temperature for 4 h.
The sintered density of the pellets was measured us-
ing geometric and water immersion (Archimedes) meth-
ods. All density measurements were performed in tripli-
cate.
For surface analysis only (i.e. not dissolution experi-
ments) ThO
2
pellet samples were polished to a 1 μm fin-
ishusingSiCpaper anddiamondpaste. Afinalmechanico-
chemical etch was performed using a 0.06 μm colloidal
silica solution. In order to develop a grain boundary tex-
ture at the surface of the pellets, annealing was performed
at 90% of the sintering temperature, at a ramp rate of
5
∘
Cmin
−1 and held at the annealing temperature for 1 h.
Pellets were imaged using an optical microscope. Analysis
of the crystallographic orientation and grain size distribu-
tion of pellets was performed using Electron Backscatter
Diffraction Analysis (EBSD) (Oxford Instruments) in con-
junction with a Sirion Field Emission SEM. EBSD maps of
100 μm
2were obtained at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV
and a 0.5 μm step size. Grain orientation analysis was per-
formed on > 10 000 grains, using HK Channel 5 software
(Oxford Instruments).
2.2 Fragmentation of the pellets
ThO
2
pellets were crushedusing apercussionmortar. Par-
ticles between 2 and 4mm were selected with tweezers
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andwashed in isopropanol and ethanol, followed by grav-
itational settling to remove adhering fine fragments.
For the smaller particle size (80–160 μm), intact pel-
lets ofThO
2
(∼ 20 g) were fragmented using the electrody-
namic fragmentationmethod [22, 23]. The principles of the
method can be briefly described, as follows: electrical en-
ergy in the form of repeated high voltage pulses is applied
to the samples immersed in a dielectric process liquid. Di-
electric liquids, like water, have a high dielectric strength,
when the voltage rise time is kept below 500 ns. As such,
the discharges are forced to occur through the immersed
material. Plasma channels and explosions were generated
inside the pellets and the resulting shockwaves produced
fracturing and physical breakdown.
Fragmentation was conducted using abatch scale sel-
Frag instrument available at the Research Laboratory of
the Geological Survey of Finland. Approximately 20 g of
ThO
2
pellets were subjected to a two stage treatment. The
process liquid used was regular tap water. After the first
fragmentation the samplewas classified using 0.2 mm net
sieve, and the remaining oversized fraction (ca. 14 g) was
re-fragmented. The process parameters used for both the
first and second fragmentation procedurewere: number of
pulses 400, e-gap 10mm, freq. 3 and voltage 120–140 kV.
The fragmented material was washed using tap wa-
ter and any iron contamination from the electrode was re-
moved using hand magnets. The final product for use in
dissolution experiments was sieved to a particle size frac-
tion of 80 to 160 μm.
2.3 Dissolution experiments
The first experiment series of solubility and dissolution
rate studies were conducted with 2 to 4mm particles in
0.1M NaCl and 0.01M NaCl with 2mM NaHCO
3
solu-
tions under atmospheric conditions (solutions were pre-
pared from suprapure (99.99%, Merck) NaCl andNaHCO
3
(ACS, Reag.Ph Eur, Merck KGaA) in MilliQ-water). Exper-
iments were conducted in triplicate at room temperature
(23 ± 1 ∘C) for up to 115 d. Approximately 300mg of
crushed ThO
2
particles were placed in a60ml high den-
sity polypropylene vessel with 50ml of leaching solu-
tion. The second experiment series was conducted with
two particle sizes (60 to 180 μm and 2 to 4mm), both
in 0.1M NaCl and 0.01M HNO
3
(prepared from con-
centrated HNO
3
, ULTREX II by J.T Baker) within an Ar
glove box at 25 ± 1 ∘C. The duration of these experiments,
conducted in duplicate, was 93 d. Approximately 150mg
of particles were placed in a 60ml vessel with 50ml of
leaching solution. Polypropylene vessels were used for ex-
periments with 0.01M HNO
3
, and high density perfluo-
roalkoxy Teflon vessels were used for 0.01M NaCl solu-
tions, in order to decrease the potential sorption of Th to
the reaction vessel under near neutral conditions.
In the first experiment series, conducted under atmo-
spheric conditions, sampling was performed at 0, 1, 3, 6,
15, 24, 31 41, 48, 79, 100 and 115 d bywithdrawing a 2.5 ml
sample. Each sample was ultrafiltered with aPall Mall fil-
tration device with 10 kD (∼ 1 nm) molecular cut off, us-
ing centrifugation (6000 rpm, 1 h). In addition, some sam-
ples were taken and not filtered. The pH wasmeasured di-
rectly from the test solution with ROSS combination elec-
trode at the beginning of the experiment and after 35 days
of reaction time.
Sampling of the experiment series under an Ar atmo-
sphere was conducted at 0, 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 14, 21, 30, 43, 57, 70
and 89 d. Both non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples (as
above) of 2.5 mlwere taken. The pHwasmeasured in solu-
tions under Ar glovebox conditions as above directly from
the reaction vessel within every second sampling.
The concentration of 232Th in non-filtered and ul-
trafiltered samples was analysed with aHigh Resolution
sector Field Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrome-
ter (HR-ICP-MS, Element2 by ThermoScientific). Standard
solutions with known concentrations were diluted from
AccuTraceTM Reference Standard SQS-01. A control sam-
ple for analysis was prepared from standard CLMS-1 solu-
tion by SPEX. All the blank, standard and control samples
contained a known amount of an internal standard, in-
dium. Analyses of 232Th were performed with HR-ICP-MS
in low resolution mode (𝑅 ≈ 300). The detection limit for
thoriumwas calculated as six times the standard deviation
of the ion counts obtained for the sample blanks (ten repli-
cates), divided by the sensitivity of the 1 μg/L standard so-
lution of Th. The detection limit for thorium was therefore
found to be between 1 × 10−12mol/L and 4 × 10−12mol/L
depending on the solution matrix and daily efficiency of
the instrument. The uncertainty of the Th analyses in-
creased up to 10% when the measured concentration was
close to the detection limit. With higher concentration the
uncertainty of the analysis was a few percent.
The dissolution rate (𝑟232
Th
[mol g−1 s−1]) forThO
2
was
calculated by using Equation (1)
𝑟232
Th
=
𝑉
𝑚
d𝑐232
Th
d𝑡
(1)
where 𝑉 is the volume of the solution [L], 𝑚 is the mass
[g] of ThO
2
and d𝑐/d𝑡 is the slope (linear fit) deter-
mined from the evolution of 232Th release as function
of time [mol L−1 s1]. This analysis is similar to that ap-
plied to consideration of mineral dissolution elsewhere
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e.g. in Rozalen et al, 2008, MalmströmM., 1996, Brady and
Walther 1990 [24–26].
The surface area was calculated by assuming that the
ThO
2
particles are cubes (which is not true as is commonly
known see e.g. [27]) and using the measured density of
ThO
2
pellets approximately 9 g/cm3 (∼ 93% of the theo-
retical 9.86 g/cm3) [28].
𝜌
ThO
2
=
𝑚
ThO
2
𝑉tot,ThO
2
𝑉grain = 𝑑
3
𝑁grain,ThO
2
=
𝑉tot,ThO
2
𝑉grain
𝐴grain,ThO
2
= 6𝑑
2
grain,ThO
2
𝑆𝐴 tot,ThO
2
= 𝑁grain,ThO
2
𝐴grain,ThO
2
= 6
𝑚
ThO
2
𝜌
ThO
2
1
𝑑
ThO
2
(2)
2.4 Characterization of leached ThO2
surfaces with SEM
The ThO
2
particles were subjected to leaching experi-
ments in acidic conditions and at elevated temperatures in
order to monitor the evolution of surface morphology dur-
ing dissolution. For detailed characterisation of the pel-
let morphology during dissolution, see Corkhill et al. [29].
Surface characterisationwas performed on particles in the
80 to 160 μm size fraction after immersion in a 1MHNO
3
(∼ pH 1) solution at 80 ∘C for 2 and 4 weeks under Ar
atmosphere. Prior to heating, the reaction vessels were
placed in a sealed steel container under Ar atmosphere
of the glove box to maintain argon atmosphere. Surfaces
of ThO
2
subject to this treatment were studied with SEM
(JEOL JSM-900LVwithOxford Instruments) usinganaccel-
erating voltage of 20 kV and beam size of 10 μm.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 The properties of sintered ThO2 pellets
Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction analysis of ThO
2
power, confirming the purity of the starting material. The
characteristics for a suitable UO
2
fuel analogue include
a grain size on the order of 8–15 μm, a sintered density
of > 95.5% theoretical density, and randomly orientated
grains. The sintering temperature was varied in order to
determine the optimal sintering conditions to create such
characteristics. Figure 2 shows the densities of the sin-
tered pellets (defined as the % of the theoretical density,
10 g/cm
3) as a function of sintering temperature.
The density of the pellets increased with increasing
sintering temperature up to 1750 ∘C (Figure 2); this tem-
perature gave a density of 93% of the theoretical density,
which is slightly below optimal for aUO
2
analogue. Heat-
ing at higher temperatures caused a loss of pellet integrity,
therefore 1750 ∘C was the highest sintering temperature
evaluated. The increase in density with increasing sinter-
ing temperature is consistentwith decreasingporosity and
increasing grain size, as shown by optical microscope im-
ages in Figure 3. The grain size was found to increase from
2–10 μm at1650 ∘C to 10–30 μm at1750 ∘C (Table 1). Sin-
tering at 1750 ∘C was, therefore, found to give the opti-
mumgrain size anddensity achievable. EBSDanalysiswas
performed to determine grain size and crystallographic
orientation. The average grain size was found to be 13 μm
(based upon analysis of > 10 000 grains). Figure 4 shows
that synthesis at 1750 ∘C produced grains that were ran-
domly orientated in the ⟨111⟩, ⟨100⟩ and ⟨101⟩ crystal
planes.
Fig. 1: XRD pattern for thorium dioxide powder used to synthesise
UO
2
-fuel analogue pellets for dissolution experiments.
Fig. 2: Density of the sintered ThO
2
as function of sintering
temperature.
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Fig. 3: Optical microscopy images of the ThO
2
pellet surface
sintered at 1600 (A), 1700 (B), and 1750 ∘C (C).
Table 1: The grain size of ThO
2
pellets as a function of sintering
temperature.
Sintering Grain
temperature (∘C) size (μm)
1600 2–10
1700 5–20
1750 10–30
3.2 Particle characteristics after selFrag HV
pulsing
Fragmentation of the ThO
2
pellets produced randomly
shaped ThO
2
particles, as confirmed by optical and elec-
tron microscopy (Figures 5 and 6). Similar randomly bro-
ken grains typically result from applying conventional
comminution techniques e.g. grinding. However, adhered
fines, normally seen inSEM images showingproducts from
conventional comminution, were not observed, due to the
pulse fragmentation procedure. Adhered-particle free sur-
faces can be regarded as ideal samples for the dissolution
experiments undertaken in this study.
The particles exhibited two main textures: those with
a grain boundary texture and those without, as shown in
Figure 6. Grain boundaries were formed in these particles
through two processes. Firstly, prior to fragmentation, sur-
faces of the original pellets developed a grain boundary
texture through high temperature annealing. It may also
be possible that such surfaces originate from the pulse
fragmentation process, which forces liquid through grain
boundaries to break the particles apart, leaving behind
several surfaces with a grain boundary texture.
3.3 Dissolution experiments
3.3.1 ThO2 dissolution under atmospheric conditions
Figure 7 shows the dissolution data for ThO
2
particles
(2–4mm) leached in air in 0.1M NaCl or in 0.01M
NaCl with 2mM NaHCO
3
. In the solution containing
carbonate (Fig. 7a), amaximum concentration of Th of
∼ 10
−10
mol/L was measured in non-filtered samples af-
ter 6 days of dissolution. After 40 days the concentration
plateaued at approximately 10−12mol/L. The ultrafiltered
samples reached a concentration of between 10−11 and
10
−12
mol/L at 40 d, preceded by a steady increase in con-
centration from10−13mol/L. The initial pHvalueof 8.4 de-
creased slightly to pH 8.2 during the first 35 days of the ex-
periment. In the 0.1M NaCl solution, shown in Figure 7b,
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Fig. 4: Representative crystal orientations of a pressed pellet of ThO
2
sintered at 1750 ∘C and annealed at 1500 ∘C to develop grain structure.
Pole figures show the random orientation of the grains in the ⟨111⟩, ⟨100⟩ and ⟨101⟩ crystal planes.
Fig. 5: An image of 80 to 160 μm ThO
2
particles taken with a biocular
stereomicroscope.
Fig. 6: SEM image of 80 to 160 μm ThO
2
particle crushed using the
SelFag pulse fragmentation technique (330×magnification).
the increase of the measured concentration was not obvi-
ous; the concentrations in both non-filtered and ultrafil-
tered samples are scattered (Figure 7b) most probably due
to the concentrations occurring close to the analytical de-
tection limit (1 × 10−13mol/L). The concentration of Th in
the ultrafiltered samples decreased below this detection
limit of after 48 days sampling. The initial pH of the 0.1M
NaCl increased from 5.4 to pH 5.8 during the first 35 days
of the experiment.
When comparing the results of the two experiments,
the solubility and the dissolution rates were greater in the
solution containing carbonate (1 × 10−13mol dm−3 d−1),
likely due to the formation of Th-containing carbon-
ate/hydroxide complexes. In the absence of carbonate
(0.1M NaCl solution) there was no clear trend, how-
ever, if the dissolution rate is estimated from ultrafil-
trated samples, the obtained value was found to be
2 × 10
−14
mol dm
−3
d
−1, an order of magnitude less than
that in the carbonate-containing solution. In the oxic
conditions utilised in these experiments (which were
conducted in air), dissolved carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere may have had a slight solubility increas-
ing effect in the bi-carbonate-free solution. The increas-
ing effect of carbonate complexation on the solubility
of thorium in each of the applied experimental condi-
tions was previously evaluated by geochemical modelling
(PHREEQC) [30]. A second set of experiments was there-
fore conducted under inert Ar atmosphere, to exclude such
effects.
3.3.2 ThO2 dissolution in anaerobic conditions
The dissolution data resulting from the leaching of 80
to 160 μm and 2–4mm particles of ThO
2
in 0.1M NaCl
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Fig. 7: Evolution of Th concentrations in ultrafiltered and non-filtered experiments of 2–4 mm ThO
2
particle dissolution in (A) 0.01M NaCl
with 2 mMNaHCO
3
and (B) in 0.1M NaCl, both under atmospheric conditions, at a temperature of 23 ∘C.
under an Ar atmosphere are shown in Figure 8. Un-
filtered samples arising from the smaller size fraction
(80 to 160 μm) demonstrated a relatively rapid initial in-
crease in Th concentration to ∼ 8 × 10−10mol/L after 2
days of dissolution, followed by a progressive decrease
to 4 × 10−11mol/L by 89 days (Figure 8a). Under the
same conditions, ultrafiltered samples (Figure 8b) gave
amaximum Th concentration of ∼ 4 × 10−10mol/L after 7
daysof leaching. After 9 daysof dissolution, the concentra-
tion of Th decreased below 1 × 10−11mol/L and remained
at ∼ 2 × 10−12mol/L after 57 days.
In the experiments with size fraction 2 to 4mm, the
maximum concentrations of Thwere reached after 23 days
of dissolution (3 × 10−9mol/L and 7.4 × 10−10mol/L for
non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples, respectively) (Fig-
ure 8c and 8d). This suggests that dissolution and
precipitation/sorption kinetics are also slower in these
samples, which is likely related to the lower surface area
resulting from the larger particle size; the saturation limit
is reached more slowly because there is less surface area
available for sorption and precipitation of secondary Th
compounds.
The initial pH of the 2–4mmThO
2
dissolution exper-
imentswas found todecrease rapidly frompH8 tobetween
pH5 andpH6,where it remained for the duration of the ex-
periment. This unexpected result is likely due to the leach-
ing of H+ from incompletely rinsed reaction vessels.
Parallel, ultrafiltered experiments conducted for the
2–4mm particle size (designated Aand B, Figure 8d)
showed considerable variation in concentration, by al-
most one order of magnitude. This may be due to the in-
fluence of pH in the test solutions; experiment Ahad a pH
value of 4.8, while experiment B gave apH value of 5.3.
At the conclusion of the experiment, the Th concentra-
tions were 7 × 10−12mol/L (experiment A, pH 4.8) and
3 × 10
−10
mol/L (experiment B, pH 5.3). While the differ-
ence in pHwas only small, these observations confirm the
fact that the solubility ofThO
2
is highly dependent on the
H+ activity in the solution [9–11].
3.3.3 ThO2 dissolution as a function of particle size
To investigate further the influence of particle size on
the dissolution of ThO
2
, experiments were conducted in
0.01M HNO
3
, where dissolved Th concentrations far ex-
ceeded the analytical detection limit of Th, allowing for
an accurate determination of the effects of particle size on
dissolution rate. For 80 to 160 μm particles of ThO
2
(Fig-
ure 8e and f), the concentration in the non-filtered sam-
ples increased rapidly to 5 × 10−8mol/L after 5 days of
dissolution. Similarly, in the ultrafiltered samples, the Th
concentration increased to 4 × 10−8mol/L over the same
time period. After this initial rapid dissolution, the con-
centration of Th decreased to levels between 3 × 10−8 and
4 × 10
−8
mol/L for thedurationof the90days experiment,
in both non-filtered and ultrafiltered samples.
For the 2 to 4mm ThO
2
particles, the initial disso-
lution rate was slower than that of the smaller particle
size. The maximum concentration of Th was reached after
30 days of dissolution, giving values of 6.5 × 10−8mol/L
and 8.5 × 10−8mol/L for duplicate samples (Figure 8g,h).
The final concentration of Th was ∼ 5 × 10−8mol/L af-
ter 90 days, which was slightly higher than the final
concentration arising from the smaller particle size (∼
3 × 10
−8
mol/L) (Figure 8e–f). This suggests that particles
with a greater surface area (e.g. 80–160 μm size fraction)
reach lower maximum concentrations than particles with
lower surface area (e.g. 2–4mm particles) a result of more
surface sites available for sorption of secondary precipi-
tates. Suchprecipitates attenuate further dissolutionof the
surface. A similar effect was observed for particles subject
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Fig. 8: The evolution of Th concentration and pH in 0.1 M NaCl (a, b, c, d) and in 0.01M HNO
3
(e, f, g, h) with particle sizes 80 to 160 μm (a, b,
e, f) and 2 to 4 mm (c, d, g, h) at 25 ∘C. The results of the Non-filtered samples are given on the left and the ULTRAfiltered ones on the right.
The solid lines were sketched to guide the eye to follow the pH values. Filtrations, solutions and particle sizes presented here are also
shown with references to this Fig. in Table 2. (Symbols A and B (E and F) in legend boxes refer to the parallel experiments).
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Table 2: The initial dissolution rates [mol/g−1 s−1] calculated for samples A and E and their parallel samples B and F, according to Equation (1).
Atmosphere and Solution pH Particle Test A (E) Test A (E) Test B (F) Test B (F) Data in
filtration size slope, d𝑐/d𝑡 rate slope, d𝑐/d𝑡 rate Figure
[mol L−1 day−1] [mol g−1 s−1] [mol L−1 day−1] [mol g−1 s−1]
Air (filtered) 0.01M NaCl 8 2–4 mm 1.0 × 10−13 2.0 × 10−19 Figure 7B
(2 mMNaHCO
3
)
Air (filtered) 0.1 M NaCl 6 2–4 mm 2.0 × 10−14 4.1 × 10−20 Figure 7A
Air 0.01M NaCl 8 2–4 mm 5.0 × 10−12 1.1 × 10−17 Figure 7B
(2 mMNaHCO
3
)
Air 0.1 M NaCl 6 2–4 mm 3.0 × 10−13 6.1 × 10−19 Figure 7A
Argon (filtered) 0.1 M NaCl 6 80–160 μm 5.4 × 10−11 2.1 × 10−16 2.9 × 10−11 1.1 × 10−16 Figure 8b
Argon (filtered) 0.1 M NaCl 5 2–4 mm 2.9 × 10−11 1.0 × 10−16 8.4 × 10−12 2.1 × 10−17 Figure 8d
Argon (filtered) 0.01M HNO
3
2 80–160 μm 6.7 × 10−09 2.7 × 10−14 5.8 × 10−09 2.2 × 10−14 Figure 8f
Argon (filtered) 0.01M HNO
3
2 2–4 mm 6.3 × 10−09 2.3 × 10−14 4.4 × 10−09 1.7 × 10−14 Figure 8h
Argon 0.1 M NaCl 5 80–160 μm 4.2 × 10−10 1.7 × 10−15 1.5 × 10−10 5.6 × 10−16 Figure 8a
Argon 0.1 M NaCl 4 2–4 mm 4.4 × 10−11 1.5 × 10−16 9.2 × 10−12 2.3 × 10−17 Figure 8c
Argon 0.01M HNO
3
2 80–160 μm 3.1 × 10−08 1.3 × 10−13 9.3 × 10−09 3.5 × 10−14 Figure 8e
Argon 0.01M HNO
3
2 2–4 mm 6.5 × 10−09 2.4 × 10−14 4.4 × 10−09 1.7 × 10−14 Figure 8g
If reader is interested in calculating the dissolution rate to units [molm−2 s−2], one can e.g. divide the values by 3.3 cm2/g in cases of 2 mm
particle size and 80 cm2/g in cases of 80 μm.
to dissolution in 0.1M NaCl (described above). However,
unlike the dissolution experiments conducted in 0.1M
NaCl, where dissolution rates were clearly affected by fil-
tration and hence, the presence of colloidal species, the
evolution of Th concentration in 0.01M HNO
3
was in-
dependent of the sampling method; the concentrations
of the ultrafiltered samples were very similar to the non-
filtered ones. This indicates that secondary phases or col-
loids did not play a significant role in these experiments.
One possible explanation may be effects arising from high
energy sites on the surface, for example grain boundaries
(shown in Figure 6). The larger particles comprise surfaces
with more grains than the smaller particles, therefore they
have a greater number of grain boundaries. In a recent
study [29] it was found that grain boundaries ofThO
2
and
CeO
2
analogues for UO
2
fuel dissolved very rapidly in
0.01MHNO
3
. Therefore, thehighermaximumconcentra-
tions found for the large particles may be due to dissolu-
tion of grain boundaries
3.3.4 Dissolution rates of ThO2
The initial dissolution rates ofThO
2
under the experimen-
tal conditions investigated were calculated from the evolu-
tion of Th concentration during the period of release of Th
into solution, which took between 5 to 30 days, depending
on the liquid phase in question.
Calculated rates were obtained from linear regression
of these data, and are given in Table 2. The results clearly
show the pH dependence of the dissolution rate and the
increasing effects of carbonate concentration and parti-
cle size. The dissolution rates were found to be greatest
at low pH and in the presence of carbonate. Small differ-
ences were also observed between parallel experiments
and in the comparison between results calculated from
non-filtered and ultrafiltered samplings.
The presence of carbonates is known to increase the
solubility of ThO
2
, which can have a significant effect
on the behaviour of Th(IV) in natural groundwaters. One
order of magnitude increase in [CO2−
3
] has been shown
to increase the solubility of hydrous ThO
2
(am) by up to
five orders of magnitude [31]. Two mononuclear carbon-
ate complexes of Th(IV), Th(OH)
3
CO−
3
and Th(CO
3
)
6−
5
,
have been reported [31, 32]. Considerably higher Th(IV)
solubility in the Th(IV)-H
2
O-CO2−
3
system, indicated the
presence of highly charged pentacarbonate species [31].
Using thermodynamic modelling, Kim et al. [8] reported
ternary complexes such as Th(OH)
3
CO−
3
, Th(OH)
2
(CO
3
)
4−
3
,
Th(OH)(CO
3
)
5−
5
, Th(OH)
2
CO
3
(aq), Th(OH)
2
(CO
3
)
2−
2
,
Th(OH)
4
(CO
3
)
2−, which are the most probable pre-
dominant aqueous Th(IV) species under many natural
conditions [8].
At high pH close to pH 11.2, the higher concentration
of OH− ions has been found to enhance the formation of
Th(OH)
4
, and thus decrease the proportion of carbonate
complexes in solution. Therefore, the measured solubility
of Th(IV) in alkaline solutions is very close to the solubility
in carbonate-free solutions [8].
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Fig. 9: The solubility levels of Th after ∼ 100 d of dissolution in a suite of media investigated in the current work, compared to the
Thermochimie equilibrium data for ThO
2
and Th(OH)
4
[NEA/TDB].
3.3.5 Solubility of ThO2
The solubility levels at the end of the experiments
were compared with the equilibrium data of ThO
2
and
Th(OH)
4
, which were taken from the Thermochimie
database [NEA/TDB] (Figure 9). It should be noted that,
for example, in the experiment with 2 to 4mm particles
in 0.1M NaCl under Ar, there was still some decrease in
Th concentration at the end of the 90 days experiment.
Thus, the solubility level had probably not been stabilized
to a steady state during the experiments. The solubilities
measured at pH 2 were at a lower level than would be
expected from the thermodynamics. Similar observations
have been made by Neck et al. [11]. In their undersatura-
tion dissolution experiments, conducted also with crys-
talline ThO
2
in acidic conditions, the solubilities stayed
below the theoretical solubility of ThO
2
. In their exper-
iments they also showed that the value of the solubil-
ity product was dependent on the crystallite size. In this
study, the solubility values at a pH range of 4 to 8 can be
plotted between the theoretical solubilities of crystalline
ThO
2
and amorphous Th(OH)
4
(Figure 9). Compared to
the studies discussed by Neck et al. 2003 and Vanden-
borre et al. 2010 [6, 11], the values presented here are at an
even lower level. This could be an effect of the crystallinity
and relatively high sintering temperature of the ThO
2
utilized in these studies, however the usage of a sector
field ICP-MS enabled an extremely accurate analyses of
dissolved Th concentrations (down to a concentration of
10
−12
mol/L),which is lower thanachievablewith conven-
tional quadrupole ICP-MS MS, used in most other studies
of Th solubility.
3.4 SEM imaging of leached ThO2 surfaces
The SEM images of the HNO
3
leached ThO
2
particles
revealed that the nature of the dissolution/precipitation
phenomenon varied among the particles present in same
solution. Some particles did not appear different from the
fresh and unreacted particles (see Figures 10a and 6, re-
spectively). However, in a single particle, some surfaces
showed textures indicative of grain boundary dissolution
(Figure 10b–d), while others appeared to host a “blanket”
of secondary phases precipitated from solution. In the for-
mer, grain rounding andwidening of the grain boundaries
was observed (Figure 10b).
These results are in agreement with Corkhill et al. [29]
who found that during dissolution in 0.01MHNO
3
, grain
boundaries of ThO
2
and CeO
2
analogues for UO
2
fuel
dissolved rapidly, giving rise to enhanced initial disso-
lution rates. Furthermore, they found that surfaces with
a grain boundary texture (like those shown in Figure 10a)
dissolved at much less rapid rate than surfaces with no
grain boundaries, such as those that would be found on
the surface of a sintered pellet. This may be the cause of
the different particle morphologies described in the cur-
rent investigation.
4 Conclusions
ThO
2
pelletswere synthesised to resemble themicrostruc-
ture of the UO
2
matrix of nuclear fuel pellets. The pellets
sintered at 1750 ∘C had randomly oriented crystals and
a grain size ranging from 10 to 30 μm.
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Fig. 10: BSE images of 80 to 160 μm ThO
2
particle after 4 weeks of
leaching with 1M HNO
3
at 80 ∘C. (A) a leached particle resembling
a fresh one, (B) a particle showing deeper dissolution, which has
deformed the grain boundaries and formed some cavities into the
ThO
2
particle. C and D are taken from this particle, which showed
both areas of dissolution and no reaction.
Dissolution experiments were performed to study the
effect of carbonate complexation on these ThO
2
sam-
ples. It was observed that the solubility and dissolution
of ThO
2
increased in the presence of carbonate. The sol-
ubilities and dissolution rates of ThO
2
were also depen-
dent on the H+ activity of the solution. The acidic con-
ditions were found to increase the solubility compared
to near-neutral and basic conditions, in which sparingly
soluble hydrolysed species of Th were the dissolution-
controlling factor. In these experiments the concentration
of Th (≥ 10−9mol/L) at pH ≤ 4 was slighly lower than
the theoretical solubility of crystalline ThO
2
. HR-ICP-MS,
with magnetic sector field capability, allowed the anal-
yses of dissolved Th concentrations of sparingly soluble
ThO
2
phases down to 10−12mol/L. At higher pH values,
from pH 4 to pH 8, the measured concentrations (10−10
to 10−12mol/L) were between the theoretical solubility of
ThO
2
and Th(OH)
4
.
Particle size was also found to have an effect on the
solubility. The smaller particles with greater surface area
seem to have enhancing effect on initial dissolution, and
sorption/precipitation reactions. In agreement with recent
results [29], it is hypothesized that high energy surface
sites mayplay a role in the relatively rapid initial release of
Th observed here. The results of the surface analyses indi-
cated that the initial surface conditionmayalso have some
effect on the dissolution processes, with grain boundaries
likely playing an important role.
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ABSTRACT: In the safety case for the geological disposal of nuclear waste, the
release of radioactivity from the repository is controlled by the dissolution of the
spent fuel in groundwater. There remain several uncertainties associated with
understanding spent fuel dissolution, including the contribution of energetically
reactive surface sites to the dissolution rate. In this study, we investigate how
surface features inﬂuence the dissolution rate of synthetic CeO2 and ThO2, spent
nuclear fuel analogues that approximate as closely as possible the microstructure
characteristics of fuel-grade UO2 but are not sensitive to changes in oxidation state
of the cation. The morphology of grain boundaries (natural features) and surface
facets (specimen preparation-induced features) was investigated during
dissolution. The eﬀects of surface polishing on dissolution rate were also
investigated. We show that preferential dissolution occurs at grain boundaries,
resulting in grain boundary decohesion and enhanced dissolution rates. A strong
crystallographic control was exerted, with high misorientation angle grain boundaries retreating more rapidly than those with low
misorientation angles, which may be due to the accommodation of defects in the grain boundary structure. The data from these
simpliﬁed analogue systems support the hypothesis that grain boundaries play a role in the so-called “instant release fraction” of
spent fuel, and should be carefully considered, in conjunction with other chemical eﬀects, in safety performance assessements for
the geological disposal of spent fuel. Surface facets formed during the sample annealing process also exhibited a strong
crystallographic control and were found to dissolve rapidly on initial contact with dissolution medium. Defects and strain induced
during sample polishing caused an overestimation of the dissolution rate, by up to 3 orders of magnitude.
KEYWORDS: nuclear fuel, dissolution, grain boundaries, faceting, surface, atomic force microscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
Spent nuclear fuel is a heterogeneous material composed
primarily of UO2, with a minor component of actinides (e.g.,
Np and Pu) and ﬁssion products (e.g., Sr, Cs, and I). The
preferred route for disposal of this material is within a
geological disposal facility, several hundreds of meters below
the ground. In such an environment, the release of radio-
nuclides to the geo- and biospheres is controlled by the
dissolution of the spent fuel in groundwater; thus it is
important to understand the mechanisms and kinetics of
dissolution. The dissolution behavior of spent fuel is dominated
by the behavior of the UO2 matrix, and, as such, a simpliﬁed
system comprising UO2 only is often used in experiments to
determine SNF dissolution. On the basis of a wide range of
dissolution investigations of SNF and UO2 (see reviews
1,2), it
has been estimated that the fractional dissolution rate of spent
nuclear fuel is in the range of 10−6 to 10−8 per year, indicating
that complete dissolution is likely to occur within ∼10 million
years.3 However, natural uraninite (UO2) ores are known to be
stable in the earth under reducing conditions for periods of
billions of years,4,5 suggesting that laboratory experiments may
overestimate the dissolution rate of UO2 by more than 2 orders
of magnitude.
It has been demonstrated that experimentally derived
dissolution rates of other minerals, such as quartz and feldspar,
are also often found to be higher than the corresponding
weathering rate of the rocks they comprise.6−9 One of the
causes of this observed behavior is specimen preparation within
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the laboratory; the act of crushing generates sharp edges and
other surface defects, and the atoms on the surface associated
with these features have high surface energy and contain fewer
chemical bonds than the atoms on defect-free surfaces, which,
in turn, contain fewer chemical bonds than atoms within the
bulk. Defect surfaces are removed during dissolution, leaving a
lower energy surface that dissolves at a slower rate.10,11 Knauss
and Wolery6 observed that the dissolution rate of crushed albite
decreased during the ﬁrst 20 days by over an order of
magnitude in all experimental conditions. Similarly, during
sequential leaching from 52 to 114 days, crushed UO2 samples
showed progressively decreasing dissolution rates.12,13 Natural
defects present at the surface have also been shown to aﬀect
dissolution rates; for example, Claparede et al.14 found that
crystal defects and initial crystallite size of mixed cerium−
neodymium oxides inﬂuenced the dissolution rate.
To evidence the inﬂuence of high energy surface features on
the dissolution rate of UO2, CeO2 and ThO2 analogues are
investigated. These materials were chosen because they are
isostructural to UO2 but are not sensitive to changes in
oxidation state of the cation. Previously, we have synthesized
CeO2 and ThO2 to closely resemble the microstructure of
SNF;15,16 therefore, we also make an assessment of how these
physical and structural features are likely to inﬂuence the
dissolution of SNF. Using an integrated approach, applying
atomic force microscopy, vertical scanning interferometry,
electron backscatter diﬀraction, and aqueous geochemical
analysis, we determine how natural and specimen-induced
high-energy surface sites (grain boundaries and surface defects,
respectively) contribute to measured laboratory dissolution
rates. Through this methodology, we aim to reduce the
uncertainties associated with UO2 dissolution, and thus
improve our understanding of the relationship between
laboratory studies and the dissolution rates to be expected
under geological disposal conditions.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. CeO2 and ThO2 Preparation. Cerium dioxide monoliths
were prepared according to Stennett et al.15 Monoliths were ground
and polished to a 0.05 μm ﬁnish using SiC paper and diamond paste.
To develop a grain boundary structure at the surface of some of the
monoliths, thermal annealing was conducted. Monoliths were heated
to 1500 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C min−1 and held for 1 min to develop
a grain boundary texture. The ﬁnal microstructure (equiaxed grains
ranging in size from 10 to 30 μm and randomly orientated) was in
good agreement with those published for UO2 and SIMFUEL.
17,18 An
area was masked with an inert glue to act as a nonreactive reference
surface of constant height during the dissolution experiments.
ThO2 powder (British Drug Houses Ltd., lot number G83757/
541012) was used to prepare sintered ThO2 monoliths. Brieﬂy, 1 g of
powder was uniaxially pressed in a 10 mm diameter hardened stainless
steel die with a load of 100 MPa. Monoliths were sintered for 4 h at
1750 °C in a standard air atmosphere muﬄe furnace, at a ramp rate of
5 °C min−1, which gave a ﬁnal density of >94% of the theoretical
density of ThO2 (10.00 g m
−3), determined using the Archimedes
method. Monoliths were ground and polished to a 0.25 μm ﬁnish
using SiC paper and diamond paste. It was found that a ﬁnal polishing
step using a 0.06 μm silica colloid solution was required to obtain
surfaces ﬂat enough for analysis by electron back scatter diﬀraction
(EBSD)19 and by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (for ThO2, only
data, not images, are given in the text due to complexities associated
with surface polishing). Grain boundaries were deﬁned by heating to
1500 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C min−1. The resulting grains ranged in
size from 5−30 μm, and grains were found to be randomly orientated,
consistent with UO2 and SIMFUEL microstructure.
2.2. Dissolution Experiments. CeO2 and ThO2 are insoluble
materials; hence, they are diﬃcult to dissolve without the application
of aggressive conditions. As such, dissolution was performed at high
temperature (90 and 150 °C) and in acidic media. All solutions were
prepared using ultrahigh quality (UHQ) water (18 MΩ). The
following dissolution experiments were conducted: (1) annealed
CeO2 and ThO2 dissolution at 90 °C in 0.01 M HNO3; (2) annealed
CeO2 dissolution at 150 °C in 0.01 M HNO3; (3) annealed CeO2
dissolution at room temperature in 0.01, 0.1, 1.5, 3, and 15 M HNO3;
(4) annealed CeO2 dissolution at room temperature in a series of
etching solutions (72 h in UHQ water, 15 h in 0.001 M HCl, 4 h in
0.01 M HCl); and (5) polished (i.e., not annealed to deﬁne grain
texture) CeO2 dissolution at 90 and 150 °C in 0.01 M HNO3.
Dissolution experiments performed at 90 °C were conducted within
50 mL PTFE vessels, cleaned according to the ASTM PCT standard.20
A single monolith of CeO2 or ThO2 was placed into a PTFE basket
within the vessel, to allow contact of the whole monolith with the
dissolution medium, and 40 mL of 0.01 M HNO3 was added.
Triplicate samples and duplicate blanks (containing no monolith)
were placed in a Carbolite oven at 90 (±0.5) °C and sampled at 0, 1, 3,
7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 days. An aliquot (1.2 mL) of each sample was
removed for aqueous elemental analysis. One monolith from each
triplicate experiment was removed for surface characterization at each
sampling point, and returned to the dissolution medium after analysis.
Dissolution experiments performed at 150 °C were conducted in
customized reactors, consisting of 3 mL PTFE inserts with a PTFE lid
(cleaned as above), within a sealed steel pressure vessel. These were
placed within a heating block, where the temperature was maintained
at 150 (±1) °C. Monoliths were placed on PTFE inserts to ensure
contact of the whole monolith with the dissolution medium, and 2 mL
of 0.01 M HNO3 was added. Experiments were destructively sampled
at 1, 3, 7, 21, and 35 days, at which times the monoliths were subject
to surface analysis and aqueous solutions were collected for elemental
analysis. Dissolution experiments conducted at room temperature
were performed within an atomic force microscopy (AFM) ﬂuid cell
containing a fragment of a CeO2 monolith cut using a diamond slow
saw, immersed within 3 mL of reaction medium.
2.3. Surface and Aqueous Analysis.Monolith surfaces and cross
sections were imaged using a JEOL JSM6400 scanning electron
microscope (SEM) operating with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV
and a working distance of 18 mm. Analysis of crystallographic
orientation was performed using electron backscatter diﬀraction
(EBSD) (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK) in
conjunction with an FEI Sirion ﬁeld emission SEM. EBSD maps of
100 μm2 were obtained at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and with a
0.25 μm step size, and analyzed using HKL Channel 5 software
(Oxford Instruments). Surface topography was measured using vertical
scanning interferometry (VSI) (Sensofar PLu2300 proﬁlometer) using
a confocal lens with 50× and 150× magniﬁcation, a numerical aperture
of 0.95, and lateral and vertical resolutions of 111 and 1 nm,
respectively. Changes in surface morphology during dissolution were
also measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM); ex situ
measurements were performed using a Veeco Dimension 3100
microscope, operating in tapping mode and using high aspect ratio
AFM tips, and in situ measurements were conducted using a Digital
Instruments Multimode/Nanoscope IIIa in contact mode. Aqueous
elemental analysis of Ce was undertaken by inductively coupled
plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) using an Aglient 4500
spectrometer, and analysis of Th was performed using high-resolution
ICP-MS (Element 2, ThermoScientiﬁc). Prior to analyses, all samples
were acidiﬁed with 20 μL of concentrated HNO3 to keep all elements
dissolved in solution. Solution data are expressed as the normalized
elemental leaching NL(Ce, Th) (g m
−2) according to
=N
m
S V
(Ce, Th)
/L
Ce,Th
(1)
where mCe, Th is the total amount of Ce or Th released into solution
and S/V is the surface area to volume ratio. The normalized element
leaching rate RL(Ce, Th) (g m
−2 d−1) is determined by
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t
(Ce, Th) S
V
L
Ce,Th
(2)
where Δt is the leaching time in days.
3. RESULTS
3.1. CeO2 and ThO2 Dissolution Rate. The aqueous
dissolution rate data derived from all experiments are given in
Table 1. The dissolution rate for CeO2 dissolved at 150 °C was
(6.34 ± 0.1) × 10−3 g m−2 d−1; data are shown in Figure 1a.
The initial dissolution rates, between 0 and 7 days, appeared to
be more rapid than those between 7 and 35 days (Figure 1a),
which may be due to solution saturation eﬀects. Under the
same dissolution conditions, but at 90 °C, the dissolution rate
was signiﬁcantly lower, at (7.26 ± 0.2) × 10−5 g m−2 d−1, but
the same trend was found, with an initial, rapid dissolution
followed by a slower dissolution from 7 to 35 days (Figure 1b,
Table 1). Dissolution of ThO2 exhibited behavior diﬀerent
from that of CeO2, as shown in Figure 1c. At 90 °C, the
dissolution was initially rapid (between 0 and 7 days, Figure 1c)
at a rate of (6.71 ± 0.5) × 10−5 g m−2 d−1, but subsequently the
dissolution rate signiﬁcantly decreased, giving an overall rate
between 0 and 28 days of (5.23 ± 0.1) × 10−7 g m−2 d−1 (Table
1). Rapid dissolution could result from the release of material
from high energy surface sites at the ThO2 surface, leading to
saturation of the solution with respect to Th, to a point at
which amorphous ThOx(OH)y·H2O or even polynuclear
Thx(OH)y species form. These amorphous phases are known
to be capable of recrystallizing; for example, Rai et al.21 showed
that ThO2(am) converted to crystalline ThO2(cr) upon heating at
90 °C in acidic solution. Therefore, recrystallized ThO2 may be
able to form a protective layer on the surface of ThO2,
providing a barrier to further dissolution and giving rise to the
dissolution behavior observed in Figure 1c.
3.2. Grain Boundaries. Grain boundaries are a well-known
feature of SNF; they typically contain volatile ﬁssion products
(e.g., Cs and I) and alloy particles of Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, and Pd.22
The presence of these highly radioactive elements necessitates a
careful understanding of how grain boundaries behave during
dissolution, and an evaluation of their contribution to the
dissolution rate of spent fuel. Figure 2 shows the typical
microstructure obtained for CeO2; annealing conditions were
optimized to give grain boundary depths of <1 μm.
The contribution of grain boundary dissolution to the overall
dissolution rate of CeO2 and ThO2 was investigated in 0.01 M
HNO3 at 90 °C, and also at 150 °C for CeO2. Figure 3 shows
VSI images of CeO2 before dissolution (Figure 3a) and after 3
and 7 days of dissolution at 150 °C (Figure 3b and c,
respectively). It was found that after 3 days, dissolution was
focused at grain boundaries and the pores between grains
(Figure 3b). After 7 days, grain boundaries were preferentially
dissolved, up to a depth of at least 0.70 μm, and the surface of
the grains became rough and pitted (Figure 3c). Some of the
grains dissolved at diﬀerent rates, as evidenced by the height
contrast in diﬀerent grains (Figure 3b,c). In their analysis of
CaF2 dissolution (isostructural to CeO2, ThO2, and UO2),
Godinho et al.23 showed that the measured retreat rates of CaF2
grains depended upon the crystallographic orientation of the
exposed planes. They concluded that the {111} plane is the
most stable and dissolved most slowly, while the {112} plane
was the least stable, dissolving up to 33 times faster than {111}.
First-principles calculations have shown that the surface
stability of CeO2 from the most to the least stable plane is in
the order of {111} > {110} > {100},24,25 although it should be
noted that the {100} plane in such calculations is modeled and
not real, due to the diﬃculties associated with modeling the
dipolar {100} plane. The results presented here are in
Table 1. Dissolution Rates for CeO2 and ThO2 Samples
Dissolved in 0.01 M HNO3 as a Function of Specimen
Preparation and Temperaturea
specimen preparation temp (°C) rate (g m−2 d−1)
annealed CeO2 90 (7.26 ± 0.2) × 10
−5
150 (6.34 ± 0.1) × 10−3
annealed ThO2 90 (5.23 ± 0.1) × 10
−7
polished CeO2 90 (7.40 ± 0.2) × 10
−2
150 (7.01 ± 0.2) × 10−2
aErrors given are the standard deviation of triplicate experiments.
Figure 1. Normalized mass loss data for CeO2 and ThO2 dissolved in
0.01 M HNO3: (a) annealed CeO2 at 150 °C; (b) annealed CeO2 at
90 °C; and (c) annealed ThO2 at 90 °C. Errors given are the standard
deviation of triplicate experiments. Corresponding dissolution rates are
shown in Table 1.
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agreement with these ﬁndings; EBSD analysis of the grains in
Figure 3c showed that the most stable grain had a (111)
surface.
Figure 3d shows an SEM image of CeO2 after 21 days of
dissolution. The grains became entirely detached from the
surface and were considerably smaller than their original size
prior to dissolution (∼5 μm, as compared to an initial size of
10−30 μm). The images in Figure 3 indicate that dissolution
occurs preferentially along the grain boundaries, such that
intergranular bonding becomes weakened with ongoing
dissolution, eventually resulting in grain boundary decohesion.
It is notable that the detached grains in Figure 3d exhibit
triangular facets, indicative of {111} plane terminations,
suggesting that surfaces that dissolve more slowly are the
most stable, and persist during dissolution. Evidence for grain
boundary decohesion in CeO2 under these dissolution
conditions was conﬁrmed by SEM analysis of monoliths in
cross section, with the surface of the grain just above the ﬁeld of
view. Figure 4a shows the cross section of a pristine, annealed
sample of CeO2. Grain boundaries were not observed in the top
∼60 μm of the cross section. Monoliths of CeO2 that
experienced dissolution for several durations are shown in
Figure 4b−d. After 7 days, grains and grain boundaries were
clearly visible (Figure 4b), and after 14 days entire grains
appeared to become separated from one another (Figure 4c).
After 21 days of dissolution, the grains appeared to decrease
considerably in size to ∼5 μm, in agreement with the surface
topography shown in Figure 3d; close inspection revealed that
the grains were, in fact, fractured between pores, giving rise to
apparently smaller grains. These data conﬁrm that grain
boundary dissolution in CeO2 is extensive, and that grain
boundaries may act as conduits for solution ingress, leading to
dissolution and fracturing between pores. This process is
expected to contribute substantially to the overall dissolution
rate.
Analysis of the CeO2 sample used to provide solution data at
90 °C, shown in Figure 1b, was performed using AFM and
EBSD. Figure 5 shows the boundaries between several grains of
diﬀerent crystallographic orientation, including grain boundary
“A” between surfaces of (025) and (001), and grain boundary
“B” between surfaces of (001) and (356). EBSD analysis of
these boundaries gave mean misorientation angles of 36.01°
and 59.84°, respectively (Table 2). The dissolution of these
boundaries was monitored over a period of 7 days (after which
the surface became too rough to accurately measure) with
reference to an inert surface mask of constant height. The mean
surface retreat rates were measured as 0.001, 0.032, and 5.954
nm d−1 for the (025), (001), and (365) surfaces, respectively,
indicating surface stability in the order: (025) < (001) < (365).
The retreat rates of CeO2 grain boundaries were greater than
the surface retreat rates between 0 and 1 days, and the retreat
rate was diﬀerent in diﬀerent grain boundaries. Between 0 and
1 days of dissolution, the measured retreat of grain boundary A
was 0.13 μm on the (025) aspect and 0.04 μm on the (001)
aspect (Figure 5). Grain boundary B retreated more rapidly,
increasing in depth by 0.21 μm on the (001) aspect, and 0.07
Figure 2. AFM image of CeO2 surface, showing grains, grain
boundaries, pores, and facets. The labels A, B, and C correspond to
detailed analysis of grain facets, where A shows facets generated
through the intersection of {665}/{1 ̅11} planes, B shows facets
generated through the intersection of {111}/{1 ̅11} planes, and C
shows no facets.
Figure 3. Vertical scanning interferometer and SEM images of CeO2 surfaces (a) prior to dissolution and following dissolution for (b) 3 days, (c) 7
days, and (d) 21 days in 0.01 M HNO3 at 150 °C.
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μm on the (356) aspect (Figure 5). Grain boundaries became
deeper during dissolution, suggesting the removal of material
from within. Furthermore, the dissolution was greatest for the
high misorientation angle boundary, as compared to the low
misorientation angle grain boundary, giving grain boundary
retreat rates of 0.017 and 0.014 μm d−1, respectively (Table 2).
After 7 days of dissolution, grain boundaries appeared to
become shallower as a result of enhanced grain surface retreat
at this time, especially for grain boundary B where the (356)
surface dissolved very rapidly (Figure 5). In summary, when
Figure 4. SEM images of cross sections through CeO2, with the surface of the sample just above the top of each image: (a) nondissolved, annealed
CeO2; and CeO2 dissolved in 0.01 M HNO3 at 150 °C for (b) 7 days, (c) 14 days, and (d) 21 days.
Figure 5. Atomic force microscopy image and cross sections of CeO2 grains, with grain boundaries of low (A) and high (B) misorientation angles.
Grain surfaces are measured against an inert reference surface of constant height. Cross sections show change in depth of the grain boundaries and
grain surfaces with time, during dissolution at 90 °C in 0.01 M HNO3.
Table 2. Grain Boundary Depths of CeO2 (Corresponding to Figure 5) and ThO2 Grains with Diﬀerent Grain Orientations and
Grain Boundary Misorientation Angles, as a Function of Time during Dissolution in 0.01 M HNO3 at 90 °C
grain boundary depth (μm)
analogue
composition
grain
orientations
grain boundary misorientation angle
(deg) (±0.01)
0 days
(±0.01)
1 day
(±0.01)
7 days
(±0.01)
grain boundary retreat rate
(μm d−1) (±0.001)
CeO2 (025)/(001) 36.01 0.90 1.03 1.00 0.014
(001)/(356) 59.84 1.01 1.21 1.13 0.017
ThO2 (103)/(506) 23.91 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.007
(103)/(014) 39.33 0.06 0.14 0.15 0.012
(416)/(506) 56.05 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.357
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CeO2 samples were contacted with the dissolution medium, a
rapid loss of material from grain boundaries occurred, which is
in agreement with the enhanced release of Ce into solution
during this time (Figure 1a). Subsequently, surface retreat rates
increased, and the surface, or matrix, dissolution became the
dominant dissolution mechanism. Comparison to the aqueous
Ce concentrations in Figure 1a shows that the dissolution was
less rapid after 7 days, conﬁrming that grain boundary
dissolution contributes signiﬁcantly to the initial dissolution
rate, while surface controlled dissolution leads to slower
dissolution rates.
Similar experiments were conducted to monitor the
dissolution of ThO2 grain boundaries as a function of
crystallographic orientation and grain boundary misorientation
using AFM and EBSD (Table 2). The dissolution behavior of
ThO2 grain boundaries at 90 °C in 0.01 M HNO3 was
comparable to that of CeO2, whereby grain boundaries
preferentially dissolved and boundaries with high misorienta-
tion angles retreated more rapidly than those with low
misorientation angles. For example, a grain boundary between
two grains with (103) and (506) surfaces had a misorientation
angle of 23.91° and a retreat rate of 0.007 μm d−1, while
another grain boundary formed between grains with (416) and
(506) surfaces with a mean misorientation angle of 56.05° gave
a retreat rate of 0.357 μm d−1, more than twice that of the lower
misorientation angle grain boundary (Table 2). It should be
noted that after 7 days of dissolution it was no longer possible
to measure grain boundaries in ThO2 due to the presence of a
surface layer, giving further evidence to the hypothesis
discussed above, that a dissolution rate drop after 7 days
(Figure 1c) is due to the formation of a protective layer that
results from the transformation of amorphous ThOx(OH)y·
H2O to ThO2(cr) precipitates.
3.3. Surface Facets. Surface facets comprising ﬂat terraces
separated by inclined steps were found on annealed grains of
CeO2 (Figure 2). These features were not observed on ThO2
because of its increased surface roughness, produced by
diﬃculties encountered in polishing the sample. EBSD analysis
of these grains was not possible due to multiple orientations
arising from the faceted surfaces; however, alternative geo-
metric measurements were used to determine the orientation of
the facet features. By measuring the angle, θ, between the facet
and the surface, the best combination of planes can be found
according to Maldonado et al.:25
θ = ⃗· ⃗
| ⃗|| ⃗|
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
u v
u v
arccos
(3)
where u ⃗ and v ⃗ are the normal vectors that deﬁne the planes.
Godinho et al.23 showed that a dissolution surface is only made
of the most stable planes, as the less stable ones are more prone
to dissolution. Therefore, if we assume only the most stable
planes are present at the surface, this method allows the
unambiguous deﬁnition of the intersection of two distinct
planes. Figure 6 illustrates this concept, showing the lateral view
of a hypothetical surface comprised of two planes. These planes
are the {111} and {100} planes, which intersect forming a facet
with an angle θ = 70.52°/109.48°.
Several diﬀerent planar orientations of surface facets were
observed. Grain “A” in Figure 2 exhibited regularly stepped
facets across the surface of the grain, while grain “B” developed
facets that increased in height from the center of the grain to
the edge. According to den Brok and Morel,26 these ridge and
valley features result from elastic strain released during
annealing, lowering the surface energy. Some grains, for
example, grain “C” (Figure 2), showed no facets. The facets
on grain “A” enclosed an angle of 106.83 ± 2.1°, indicative of a
{665}/{1 ̅11} plane intersection, which is known to have an
angle of 107.04°. The height of these facets ranged from 4.66 to
16.71 nm, and the ﬂat terraces between facets were consistently
separated by distances of 5.74 nm. The facets on grain “B”
(Figure 2) had planar orientations that met at an angle of
110.33 ± 1.6°, indicative of a {111}/{1 ̅11} facet orientation,
which has a known angle of 109.47°. These facets ranged in
height from 1.50 to 6.61 nm and had ﬂat terraces of 24.06 nm
(or multiples thereof). These {111}/{1̅11} facets were
themselves faceted, giving rise to a “zigzag” edge, as shown in
Figure 7a. These “mini-facets” were found to be perpendicular
to the {1 ̅11} plane, suggestive of the plane {511}. The facet
structures were also observed to extend into the grain
boundaries (Figure 7b). Figure 7b−e shows detailed AFM
images of another grain, which exhibited a ridge and valley-like
morphology, with stacked concentric facets, building ridges at
the grain edges (giving rise to the “tooth-shaped” grains shown
in AFM proﬁles in Figure 5) and ﬂat valleys in the center of the
grain. The diﬀerence in height between the ridges and valleys
for this grain was up to 150.36 nm. The facet heights ranged
from 2.50 to 58.04 nm, were unevenly spaced at distances
<20.02 nm, and enclosed an angle 125.43 ± 0.7°. This is
indicative of a {111}/{100} planar orientation, which has a
known angle of 125.26°. It can be noted that all of the facets
found at the surface of CeO2 involve the most stable plane,
{111}.
To understand the dissolution of the CeO2 surface facets,
samples were subjected to high acidity (pH <2) dissolution
experiments. The surface shown in Figure 7b−e was subject to
dissolution at room temperature in increasing concentrations of
nitric acid, representing increasingly aggressive dissolution
conditions. The resulting facet height measurements, corre-
sponding to the facets between point 1 and point 8, shown in
Figure 7e, are given in Table 3. It is clear that the addition of
just 0.01 M HNO3 resulted in a signiﬁcant increase in height for
most facets, as compared to the height prior to dissolution.
Facet height increases ranged between 1.30 and 3.91 nm. Two
facets were observed to become shallower (facets 2 and 5,
Table 3). With increasing acidity between 0.1 and 3 M HNO3,
facet height change was variable, with some facets showing little
change (Table 3), while others decreased in height and others
increased (suggesting addition of material to facets). This
variability suggests that these surface sites are highly dynamic,
changing in response to the reaction medium, but with little
observable trend. However, it is clear that upon initial
immersion in the reaction medium, instantaneous dissolution
of the facets occurred.
Figure 6. Lateral view of a hypothetical CeO2 surface (large blue dots
are O, small red dots are Ce), composed of the {100} and {111}
surfaces, intersecting at an angle, θ, of 70.52°/109.48° (rendered by
VESTA).
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To investigate the eﬀect of dissolution on the {511}
microfacets perpendicular to the {1 ̅11} plane (grain “B”,
Figure 2 and Figure 7a), a grain with these features was subject
to dissolution in a 15 M HNO3 solution at room temperature.
The resulting surface is shown in Figure 7f. The eﬀect of
dissolution was increased microfacetting in the {511} plane.
Even under these aggressive conditions, it was not possible to
see any change in the smooth grains; therefore, the samples
were etched in a series of media for a prolonged period (72 h in
UHQ water, 15 h in 0.001 M HCl, and 4 h in 0.01 M HCl) at
room temperature. The resulting AFM images show that the
smooth grain became highly etched, forming “zigzag” features
Figure 7. Atomic force microscopy images depicting surface features of CeO2 spent nuclear fuel analogue surfaces: (a) showing {2̅11} microfacets
perpendicular to the plane {1̅11}; (b) facet structures extending into grain boundaries; (c) ridge and valley structure formed by intersecting {111}/
{100} planes; (d and e) intersecting {111}/{100} planes showing cross section for step height measurements in Table 3; (f) {2 ̅11}/{1 ̅11} surface
facets following dissolution in 15 M nitric acid at room temperature; and (g and h) etch pattern formed on previously smooth grains following
etching in a series of media (UHQ water for 72 h, 0.001 M for 15 h, and 0.01 M HCl for 4 h) at room temperature. Images (a), (g), and (h) were
taken in air, and all remaining images were taken in solution.
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and triangular points (Figure 7g,h). Each etched layer was
separated by steps, which were 30.01 nm in height (or multiples
thereof). Triangular facets have been observed previously in
etched CaF2,
27 forming lightening-shaped arrangements of
intersecting (101) and (110) facets.
3.4. Surface Treatment. High energy surface sites may also
be induced through specimen preparation, leading to over-
estimated laboratory dissolution rates. Surfaces of CeO2 were
polished to a 0.05 μm ﬁnish and subject to dissolution at 150
°C in 0.01 M HNO3. Dissolution data were compared to those
for annealed surfaces. Figure 8 shows VSI images of the surface
of a polished monolith after 3 and 14 days of dissolution
(Figure 8a,b, respectively). During initial dissolution, the
surfaces were rough and pitted, and after 14 days exhibited
areas of high and low topography, indicating further dissolution
had occurred. It was found that the dissolution rate was an
order of magnitude greater for the polished surface than for an
annealed CeO2 surface under the same conditions (Table 2). At
90 °C, the eﬀect was similar; however, the dissolution rate of
the polished surface was found to be 3 orders of magnitude
greater than that of an annealed surface, with rates of (7.40 ±
0.2) × 10−2 and (7.26 ± 0.2) × 10−5 g m−2 d−1 for polished and
annealed surfaces, respectively (Table 1).
4. DISCUSSION
In the results presented above, we have observed that surface
features act as energetically reactive surface sites that transform
during dissolution. These features can be classiﬁed into two
categories: (i) natural surface features, that is, grain boundaries;
and (ii) specimen preparation-induced features, that is, surface
facets and polishing defects. The dissolution of these features in
CeO2 and ThO2 is discussed below, with comparison to the
dissolution behavior of UO2. It should be noted that while the
chemical and redox characteristics of the analogue materials
investigated here are simple when compared to those of spent
fuel, it is possible to draw comparisons between CeO2, ThO2,
and spent fuel that focus only on the physical and structural
properties that give rise to the dissolution behavior observed.
As such, in the discussion that follows, only microstructural
surface features that aﬀect dissolution are described, with a
cautious interpretation for the overall behavior of spent fuel
during dissolution.
4.1. Grain Boundary Dissolution. The results presented
in this investigation give evidence that UO2 and spent nuclear
fuel analogue grain boundaries undergo extensive trans-
formation during dissolution; material is rapidly removed
from grain boundaries in both CeO2 and ThO2, corresponding
to rapid initial dissolution rates. It is hypothesized that grain
boundaries are eﬀective sinks for atomic defect high energy
sites;28 the greater the number of defects, the greater the
proportion of high energy surface sites for dissolution. In CeO2,
it has been shown that increasing the density of oxygen vacancy
defects results in an increase in the dissolution rate. For
example, Horlait et al.29,30 showed that for every 10% of Ln3+
cations added to CeO2, for which charge compensation through
the formation of Ce3+ occurred, the dissolution rate increased
by 1 order of magnitude.28 Hojo et al.31 demonstrated an
enrichment of Ce3+ in grain boundaries as compared to the
grain surfaces, indicative of a higher density of oxygen vacancy
defects within the grain boundaries as compared to the surface.
In UO2, evidence for defects within grain boundaries is found in
the form of nonstoichiometric UO2+x. For example, Une and
Kashibe32 identiﬁed the presence of UO2.25 within grain
boundaries following dissolution of UO2, while O’Neil et al.
17
made the observation that grain boundaries in UO2 were highly
conductive, which was attributed to a high concentration of
oxygen interstitial ions arising from hypo-stoichiometric UO2+x.
This suggests that defects, and especially those that are
concentrated within grain boundaries, may play a key role in
the dissolution of UO2 and its analogues. In spent fuel, grain
boundaries are expected to contain more defects than
laboratory-prepared UO2 or UO2 analogues, primarily due to
the accumulation of ﬁssion gas bubbles and metallic
precipitates;33 therefore, the eﬀects of such high energy surface
sites might be expected to be greater.
Table 3. Facet Heights Measured from Figure 7e as a Function of HNO3 Molarity
facet height (nm) (±0.01)
nitric acid concn (M) facet 1 facet 2 facet 3 facet 4 facet 5 facet 6 facet 7 facet 8
none 5.83 1.81 2.55 0.94 2.85 2.75 1.12 0.25
0.01 8.53 1.20 4.70 1.43 1.69 6.94 2.95 3.92
0.1 8.50 1.56 2.07 3.80 0.04 5.68 2.68 3.14
1.5 7.92 1.01 3.00 2.00 0.06 7.23 1.87 2.64
3 9.68 1.14 2.91 2.76 0.03 6.97 1.05 1.37
Figure 8. Polished CeO2 surfaces after dissolution in 0.01 M HNO3 at
150 °C for (a) 3 days and (b) 14 days.
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We have observed that crystallographic orientation of the
grains plays an important role in the dissolution of the grain
boundaries of spent nuclear fuel analogues; grain boundaries
with a high misorientation angle were found to dissolve more
rapidly than those with a low misorientation angle in the
current study. We hypothesize that high misorientation grain
boundaries have a higher concentration of defects (or defect
clusters) than grain boundaries with low misorientation angles.
Indeed, simulations of UO2 grain boundaries have shown that
diﬀerent types of defect structure were present in grain
boundaries, depending on the misorientation angle;34 in grain
boundaries with lower misorientation angles, edge dislocations
were the most common defect, while in higher misorientation
angle boundaries, oxygen point defects dominated the grain
boundary structure.
Assessment of the safety of geological disposal of spent
nuclear fuel requires detailed information on the rates and
mechanism of release of radionuclides. This is hypothesized to
occur in two main stages: (ii) the so-called “instant release
fraction” (IRF), which represents a rapid release of long-lived
and geochemically mobile radionuclides (e.g., 129I, 36Cl, 135Cs,
99Tc); and (ii) the slow, long-term release of radionuclides from
the UO2 matrix.
35,36 The IRF is considered to come from two
regions of the spent fuel: the gap between the cladding and the
fuel, and the grain boundaries. However, the IRF rates are still
largely unknown, and the contribution of grain boundary
dissolution is not fully understood; in fact, there is some
controversy in the literature as to whether grain boundaries
make any signiﬁcant contribution to the IRF.36,37 The results
presented in the current work, which demonstrate an “instant
release fraction” of Ce and Th from the spent fuel analogues,
which is directly linked to grain boundary dissolution, support
the hypothesis that grain boundaries contribute to the IRF in
spent fuel, and suggest that crystallographic direction of the
grains and the density of defects within the grain boundary may
play a role. However, it should be noted that the IRF of spent
fuel is largely governed by the complicated chemical
composition of the grain boundaries; therefore, the extent to
which structural defects and grain boundary misorientation
between adjacent grains contribute to the IRF is unknown in
comparison to the chemical eﬀects. Our results are also in
agreement with the hypothesis that a second, slower stage of
spent fuel dissolution occurs; in both CeO2 and ThO2,
dissolution rates were lower after the initial release. In ThO2
it was apparent that this second stage of dissolution was
impeded by the formation of a protective layer. A similar eﬀect
was found in laboratory UO2 dissolution experiments, where
secondary U-bearing alteration products formed a protective
layer, preventing further dissolution.38 On the basis of the data
and arguments presented here, it is evident that grain boundary
dissolution in spent fuel and spent fuel analogues requires
further detailed chemical and physical analysis and that
geological disposal safety performance assessment should
carefully consider the contribution of grain boundaries to the
dissolution rate.
4.2. Dissolution of Specimen Preparation-Induced
Features. We show that dissolution occurs at facet edges,
especially during initial contact with dissolution medium. With
increasingly aggressive dissolution media, the dissolution of
these features does not show a particular trend, but instead
appears to experience a dynamic process, whereby facet heights
constantly change in response to the dissolution medium. We
have also shown that each facet contains some aspect of the
{111} plane, which is the most stable plane in ﬂuorite-type
structures, suggesting that crystallographic orientation also
plays an important role in facet formation.
It is thought that facets form by a dislocation growth
mechanism during annealing, where spiral-like structures form
around threading dislocations likely induced through surface
preparation (e.g., polishing). Each dislocation produces a step
as it emerges at the surface.39,40 O’Neil et al.17 and He and
Shoesmith40 described surface morphologies similar to those
identiﬁed in the current study in UO2. Current-sensing AFM
analysis showed that UO2 grains with facets were highly
conducting, while smooth grains were not. Raman and EDX
investigation of these features revealed a high degree of
nonstoichiometry in the UO2 of faceted grains, attributed to the
incorporation of interstitial oxygen atoms to locations in the
{110} direction, accompanied by shifts in vacant sites in the
{111} direction. It was concluded that these nonstoichiometric,
defect-containing features would be more vulnerable to
dissolution than defect-free surfaces. Further investigations
are currently underway to understand the relative stability of
diﬀerent facet orientations, their degree of nonstoichiometry,
and defect structures. It is clear that these high energy surface
sites play a role in dissolution, but the evidence presented here
suggests that the inﬂuence on dissolution rate is not as
signiﬁcant as that of grain boundaries. It is important to note
that these features are present as a result of specimen
preparation and annealing, and thus are likely to contribute
to the potential overestimation of dissolution rates in the
laboratory. These features are not expected to be present in
spent nuclear fuel.
We found that polished surfaces of spent nuclear fuel
analogues gave dissolution rates of up to 3 orders of magnitude
greater than for annealed surfaces. Polishing has been shown to
introduce strain and defects into oxide material surfaces, giving
rise to high surface energy. For example, diamond paste
polishing has been shown to result in the formation of
dislocation loops, other lattice defects, and also high surface
strain.41,42 Thermally annealing the surface of CeO2 allowed the
strain and defects to be relaxed due to recovery processes
during heating, lowering the surface energy, and thus lowering
the dissolution rate. It is possible that defects induced during
polishing may act as nucleation sites for the observed facet
structures formed during annealing. These results show that the
introduction of defects to the surface through polishing can
lead to a signiﬁcant increase in the observed dissolution rate,
demonstrating the importance of careful specimen preparation
for dissolution rate determination.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Dissolution experiments were conducted on non-redox
sensitive, isostructural UO2 and SNF analogues, CeO2 and
ThO2, to investigate the contribution of energetically reactive
surface sites to dissolution, and to determine whether their
presence may lead to an overestimation of dissolution rates.
Grain boundaries, which are part of the natural texture of SNF,
were shown to signiﬁcantly enhance the dissolution rate,
dissolving preferentially in the initial stages of dissolution,
supporting hypotheses that grain boundaries contribute to the
instant release fraction of spent fuel. A strong crystallographic
control was exerted, with high misorientation grain boundaries
dissolving more rapidly than those with low misorientation
angles in both CeO2 and ThO2. It was hypothesized that
diﬀerent crystallographic directions can accommodate diﬀerent
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densities of defects, explaining the observations found. Further
investigation is required to ascertain the extent to which
structural defects and grain boundary misorientation between
adjacent grains contribute to the instant release fraction of SNF,
in comparison to the chemical eﬀects.
In addition to the natural high energy surface sites found in
grain boundaries, energetically reactive sites were also found to
be formed through sample preparation. Facet structures formed
during annealing, likely nucleated on defects sites on polished
surfaces, also exhibited a strong crystallographic control (all
combined some aspect of the {111} plane), and upon
introduction to dissolution media, they experienced instanta-
neous dissolution. Finally, the eﬀect of surface polishing on the
dissolution rate was found to increase dissolution rates by up to
3 orders of magnitude. This results from induction of strain and
defects in the surface during the polishing process. We have
shown that defects induced through sample preparation
contribute to the dissolution rate. The dissolution from facets
is low, and therefore not likely to signiﬁcantly overestimate
long-term dissolution rates; however, sample polishing without
any further treatment is likely to cause overestimation of
dissolution rates.
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Abstract9
10
The next generation application of nuclear energy have shown the interest towards ThO2 or mixed oxides. However, more11
knowledge is needed, for example, microstructural and matrix dissolution behaviour of ThO2. The objective of this study12
was to examine the surfaces of ThO2 pellets by alpha spectrometry before and after the leaching experiment. The non-13
destructive analysis method uses Monte Carlo simulations to demonstrate the properties of the surface of thick ThO214
pellets. This study has been conducted to investigate the contents and thickness surface layer and bulk of crystalline15
232ThO2 leached in aqueous solution with excess of 229Th tracer in the beginning of the experiment. The simulation results16
have suggested a maximum 0.1µm concentrated layer of 229Th on the pellet surface. The presence of this layer suppress17
further dissolution of the pellet.18
1. Introduction19
The solubility values for ThO2 have shown great discrepancies in literature [1-3]. Published values differ by orders mag-20
nitude depending the crystallinity of the solid phase and the original saturation state of the solution. A possible reason for21
discrepancies is also the complicated solution chemistry of thorium; strong absorption to surfaces, tendency for polynu-22
cleation and colloid formation including the low solubility of ThO2, Th(IV) hydrous oxide and Th hydroxide phases.23
24
As a fuel, ThO2 (thoria) has many beneficial properties, such as high fusion temperature, good sintering capability, re-25
sistance against radiation damage, greater abundance in the Earth’s crust compared with U, and the possibility for trans-26
mutation [4]. Thus ThO2 based fuels are considered as a potential advanced fuel for Generation IV nuclear energy systems27
[5]. There are still a number of issues related to availability and accuracy of nuclear and material properties of thoria that28
would need to be resolved before its commercial use as a fuel can be foreseen [6].29
In addition to previous facts, the main interests in ThO2 as a nuclear fuel are its potential for burning weapon grade30
plutonium [7], high aqueous corrosion resistance, due to its very low solubility [8-9], its isomorphism with other tetrava-31
lent actinide dioxides and the production of lower amounts of minor actinides [10]. ThO2 is generally mixed with other32
actinide oxides, because fissile isotope such as 233U, 235U or 239Pu is needed to maintain the core critical until enough 233U33
is generated. The sparingly soluble oxide can be disposed directly in the deep geological repository. However, as part of34
the safety assessment of the irradiated nuclear fuel, it is crucial to predict the behaviour of the ThO2 and the release of35
radionuclides from the fuel.36
37
Oxides like CeO2 and ThO2 carrying fluorite structure can be considered as structural analogues for the UO2 matrix of38
spent nuclear fuel [11-15]. The radioactive and redox sensitive nature of UO2 sets many limitations and challenges to39
handle such a material. ThO2 can be considered as the structural analogue for UO2 with natural alpha activity and it is40
2also a non-redox sensitive oxide having only one prevailing redox state Th(IV) in nature. However, the ThO2 is known41
to be even less soluble than the UO2 [4].42
43
ThO2 surface dissolution evolution has been studied previously with XPS, SEM and AFM [2, 13, 19]. Results showed44
that the relatively fast initial dissolution took place at the “high energy surface sites” e.g. at the grain boundaries of the45
pellet matrix. After which the concentration of thorium in solution decreased noticeably and a layer formed on the surface46
of the pellet.47
48
Vandenborre et al. [2] determined that 80% of the surface of the sintered ThO2 was represented by less reactive crystalline49
thorium oxide grains. The remaining 20% was largely associated with grain boundaries and corresponded to the more50
reactive ThO(x)(OH)(y)(H2O)(z). They suggested that the latter is involved in solid/solution exchange mechanisms.  Corkhill51
et al. [13] have also shown that their data support “instant release” from the grain boundaries in dissolution studies with52
CeO2 and ThO2 analogues. The dissolution rate at grain boundaries of both oxides was correlating with the misorientation53
angle of the grain boundary, suggesting that the less stable grain boundaries dissolve faster.54
55
In this study, the surface changes of ThO2 pellets after dissolution experiments were analyzed by alpha spectrometry. In56
alpha spectrometry, radiochemical separations methods are normally used to produce less than 100 nm thin samples to57
optimize the energy resolution in measured alpha spectrum [20]. Thick samples make the analysis of radionuclides diffi-58
cult or even hinder it, because alpha particles are events on the detector from varying depths of the sample producing59
considerable peak widening, resulting at the extreme in a rather step-like spectrum. AASI (Advanced Alpha Spectrometric60
Simulation) program has been developed by the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland for simulating the61
propagation of alpha particles in the earth’s crust, air and the detector materials [21]. Using nondestructive direct alpha62
measurement together with the AASI simulation program, the factors influencing the shape of the detected alpha particle63
spectrum can be examined. This method has been used in a few studies related to either analysis of Thule particles [20]64
or analysis of air filters containing alpha emitting particles [22-23].65
66
AASI is based on the Monte Carlo methods and derives the spectrum from large number of simulated initial decay events.67
Additionally, the program can be used for qualitative and quantitative analysis of alpha active sources containing com-68
prehensive repertoire of isotopes. Geometry of the source medium and the distribution of the isotopes inside it can be69
varied, as well as the properties of the detector and distance between the source and detector. In addition, the alpha70
emissions from different depths in material layers can be calculated. During the simulation, the nuclide content and phys-71
ical properties of the source are varied until parameters reproducing the measured source are found [20]. The prevalence72
of individual isotopes underneath the surface can be examined by studying the shape of the energy spectrum; the peaks73
and their tails, in detail and comparing measurements with the simulations [24].74
75
In this work, the surfaces of ThO2 pellets were studied by alpha spectrometry after the leaching experiment that was76
performed either in 229Th tracer solution or reference solution without tracer. In addition, an intact ThO2 pellet was ana-77
lysed to compare the spectrum with the ones of leached pellets. The non-destructive analysis method uses Monte Carlo78
simulations to interpret the properties of the surface of the thick ThO2 pellet. AASI program was used for qualitative79
analysis of the source giving information about proportions between 229Th and 232Th, and also their daughter nuclei. The80
aim of this study was to examine the probable formation of surface layer and layer thickness on the ThO2 pellet with81
direct alpha spectroscopy and related simulations with AASI program. The layer most probably consist of hydrolysed82
thorium species, which are sparingly soluble and have high tendency to sorption onto surfaces [1, 3, 11].83
84
32. Experimental85
86
2.1 Dissolution experiments87
88
 The sintered ThO2 pellets were made to meet an ideal composition and microstructure similar to the fluorite structure of89
UO2 fuel. The fabrication procedure and characteristics of the pellets are described in detail in Myllykylä et al. 2015 [19].90
The leaching experiments were conducted in 0.01 M NaCl solution using 229Th spike (10-9mol/L) with a single solid91
232ThO2 pellet (3.8 mm x 8.7 ø mm) in parallel with similar experiments without 229Th spike for 534 days (see Table 1).92
93
Table 1. The set-up for experimental 232ThO2 pellet series of this study.94
Experiment Solid
232ThO2
Mass of solid
(g)
Solution 229Th spike
into solution
A pellet 1.97 0.01 M NaCl 1·10-9 M
B pellet 1.94 0.01 M NaCl 1·10-9 M
C pellet 2.02 0.01 M NaCl -
D pellet 2.00 0.01 M NaCl -
E  section of
pellet
1.31 Not leached -
95
The dissolution experiments were conducted within Ar glove box (O2 in water < 0.15 ppb, T= 25 ± 1 ºC) to allow the96
anaerobic conditions. The 0.01 M NaCl solution was diluted from stock solution (s.p. 99.99% NaCl by Merck) with argon97
purged MilliQ water under the glove box conditions. This was done three weeks before the start of the experiments to98
provide time for equilibration of the solution with the Ar atmosphere. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 6.5 with a99
small aliquot of 0.1 M NaOH. Prior to the experiments, 50 ml of 0.01 M NaCl solution was added with a volumetric flask100
to a PFA Teflon vessel (60 ml). To achieve the initial tracer concentration of 10-9 mol/L, 100 µl of 229Th solution (5·10-7101
mol/L) was added. The amount of nitric acid in tracer solution was neutralized with 31 µl of 0.1 M NaOH. The added102
aliquots were allowed to mix and equilibrate for 1 hour before the solid phase was added. 1.2 ml samples of leaching103
solution were taken after 0 and 1 hour, 1, 2, 6, 9, 19, 29, 40, 63, 78, 104 and 534 days. Sector field ICP-MS (Element2 by104
Thermo Scientific) was used to analyze the concentration of 232Th and the isotopic ratio of 229Th/232Th in the solution.105
The ThO2 pellet leaching experiments and solution phase analysis results are reported in detail in Myllykylä et al. 2016106
[25]. The results showed relatively fast initial dissolution of 232ThO2 was observed in the presence of excess of 229Th, which107
was followed by significant decrease of 229Th and 232Th concentrations in 0.01 M NaCl solution. The results suggested108
that 229Th precipitated or sorbed on the pellet and test vessel surfaces.109
110
2.2 Direct alpha spectrometry111
The ~3.8 mm thick 232ThO2 pellets were analysed by direct alpha detection after the dissolution experiments (534 days).112
The pellets with 229Th tracer solution are assigned as A and B, and those with reference solution without tracer as C and113
D (Table 1). In addition, an intact ThO2 pellet (E) was analysed for comparison with the analyses of leached pellets. The114
measurements were conducted under vacuum with a Canberra 450 PIPS detector at a distance of ~9 mm. The data acqui-115
sition and analysis was done with the program MAESTRO for Windows Model A65-332. Energy calibration was per-116
formed with the reference sample containing 237Np (E?1= 4788 keV, I= 47 %), 241Am (E?1= 5486 keV, I= 84.5 %) and117
244Cm (E?1= 5805 keV, I= 76.4 %). Energy resolution for the calibration spectra was 25-35 keV depending the detector118
and vacuum chamber used for the measurements. In the measurements, the resolution varied between 23 and 48 keV (for119
samples A and B). Worse resolution was achieved for samples C, D and E, due to faulty signal amplifier. The measuring120
time varied between 6 – 117 hours. The geometrical efficiency of the measurement was about 0.19 ± 0.04. The background121
spectra, that were measured for 3-7 days were subtracted from the samples’ alpha spectra. The measured background122
spectrum was scaled to the measuring time of sample spectrum.123
124
The measured spectra were compared to the simulated spectra obtained with AASI-program. Table 2 presents the 232Th125
and 229Th series alpha daughters with their half-lives and alpha energies for the main peak. The energies were used to126
interpret the peaks and steps in the measured spectra (Figures 5, 6A and 6 B).127
128
129
4Table 2. Half lives and alpha energies of the main peaks of 232Th and 229Th and the following alpha dauhgter nuclides in130
their decay chains. [26]131
Nuclide Half-life Main E?(keV) Nuclide Half-life
Main E?
(keV)
232Th 1.40x1010 y 4012 229Th 7340 y 4845
228Th 1.9125 y 5423 225Ac 10.0 d 5830
224Ra 3.66 d 5685 221Fr 4.9 m 6341
212Bi 60.55 m 6050 217At 32.3 ms 7067
220Rn 55.6 s 6288 213Po 3.7 µs 8375
216Po 0.145 s 6778
212Po 0.299 µs 8784
132
2.3 Advanced Alpha-spectrometric Simulation (AASI) of the alpha step spectra133
AASI program has been developed for simulating the propagation of alpha particles in the solid medium [24]. Most of134
the alpha particles coming from the ThO2 pellets are absorbed inside the solid matrix and therefore a well-defined simu-135
lation is crucial for analysing the expected step type spectra coming from the thick pellets. Figure 1 describes the stopping136
power of thorium dioxide, which is needed in simulations to evaluate the path lengths and continuous energy loss of137
particles in matrix material. The stopping power is not linear, and the particles with higher energy penetrate much further138
as can be seen from the Figure 1.139
140
141
Figure 1. Stopping power information for ThO2 created with AASI.142
143
The highest and lowest main alpha peak energies in the thorium decay series are for 212Po (E? = 8.785 MeV) and for 232Th144
(E? = 4.012 MeV), respectively. According to calculations with the SRIM program [27] the ranges of these alphas in ThO2145
are about 28 ?m and 9 µm, respectively. Figures 2A and B show the spectra of two alpha energies originating from146
different depths. The spectrum from an almost ideal, near massless alpha source (surface) is clearly peak shaped. The147
figure 2B shows also how the shape of measured alpha spectrum changes when alpha particles pass through the material148
layers of different thicknesses (1, 10, 25 µm). The spectra are produced using the AASI simulation program. When meas-149
uring a thick alpha sample, the observed spectrum is a composite of the spectra of alpha particles originating from all150
different depths in a sample; from the surface to a depth of maximum range of the particle. Therefore, the resulting151
spectrum consists of steps, instead of peaks, rising at the alpha energies of the nuclides in the sample.152
5153
Figure 2. Simulated alpha spectra from 232Th source on the surface of a ThO2 sample and below a layer of 1, 5 and 7.5154
µm of ThO2 (2A). In comparison, the simulated alpha spectra of 212Po source on the surface of a ThO2 sample and below155
a layer of 1, 10 and 25 µm of ThO2 (2B).156
157
To demonstrate a step-like spectrum from a thick source, figure 3A shows simulated 229Th spectra from different thick-158
nesses of ThO2 layer, assuming that 229Th is evenly distributed in the layer. In figure 3B similar spectra are shown but159
originating from three different alpha-emitting nuclides and assuming three different thicknesses for 229Th containing160
layer.161
162
Figure 3A. Spectra of 229Th isotope from ThO2 samples with different thicknesses of 229Th layers.163
164
Figure 3B. Spectra of three thorium isotopes from 232ThO2 samples with different thicknesses of 229Th layers.165
166
Figure 4 shows an AASI simulation where the concentrations of isotopes are varied within depth from homogenous in167
the black spectrum to the blue and red spectra where the 228Th and 229Th concentrations in the topmost 0.1 µm are 10 and168
2 times, respectively, higher than in the ThO2 matrix below. Narrow peaks at the top of the step spectrum indicate con-169
centrated amounts of isotopes in a thin layer of the surface of the bulk ThO2 matrix.170
171
6172
Figure 4. The effect of concentration of 228,229Th nuclides on the surface of the ThO2 sample on the observed alpha spectrum.173
174
When analyzing the alpha spectra of the measured leached ThO2 pellets, AASI simulation program was utilized to find175
the radionuclide content and the distribution of radionuclides in the sample.  In simulations, the sample was divided into176
two parts: a thin layer assumed to have formed on the surface of the pellet and the ThO2 matrix below it. First, the177
parameters for the detector were found by fitting the simulated spectrum to a measured calibration spectrum. After that a178
simulated spectrum was fit to a measured spectrum of a ThO2 pellet by changing the thickness of the surface layer and179
the equilibrium state in the decay chain of 232Th series isotopes, until the qualitative match was obtained.180
3. Results and discussions181
Figure 5 shows the measured background-subtracted spectra of intact ThO2 pellet sample E and of pellet C, which was182
leached in 0.01 M NaCl solution for 534 days. The pellet E was measured for 1.0 hours and pellet C for 0.6 hours. The183
resolution of the measurements (E and C) had worse quality due to faulty amplifier. The spectrum of the intact pellet184
shows only the step like characteristics of mother nuclide 232Th and its daughters ending to 212Po.The spectrum of leached185
pellet shows detectable peaks diverging from step spectrum, which are not seen in the spectrum of the bulk intact thorium186
oxide sample. The peaks in the spectrum of the leached sample indicate the increased amounts of daughter nuclides (228Th,187
224Ra, 220Rn, 216Po, 212Po) at the surface of the pellet indicating chemical processes occurring on the surface during the188
leaching experiment.189
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Figure 5. The measured spectra of intact ThO2 pellet E and of ThO2 pellet C leached in 0.01 M NaCl.191
192
Figure 6A presents the analysed background-subtracted spectrum for ThO2 pellet leached in the presence of 229Th. The193
pellet A was measured for 116 hours. The amount of observed counts, frequency of decay events, in the spectrum is194
dependent of nuclides half-live; the shorter the half-live, the higher amount of counts received at the energy of alpha195
daughter when the amount of decaying atoms is same. In the measured spectrum there is a clear step-like structure for196
both decay chains of 232Th and 229Th as illustrated in Figure 6B. Alpha peaks of 229Th and daughter nuclides of 232Th and197
229Th are identified above the step spectra except for the 232Th no peak is present. The sharp 232Th peak is absent due to198
its homogenous distribution in layer and bulk, and very low activity (long t1/2).199
200
201
7Figure 6A. The measured spectrum for ThO2 pellet A showing the step for 232Th and 229Th including also the peaks and steps for202
daughter nuclides of both decay series (232Th, 229Th).203
204
205
206
Figure 6B. The measured spectrum for ThO2 pellet A, in which the black lines are illustrating the step like spectrum of thick sample207
underneath the peak spectrum of the surface layer.208
209
From the spectra (Fig. 6A), it can be deduced that 232Th isotope is spread homogeneously throughout the medium. The210
step like characteristics of 229Th and its daughters indicates penetration into the 232ThO2 bulk pellet beneath the surface211
layer. In the following, these findings are examined in more detail with simulations.212
213
Figure 7 shows the simulated spectrum of intact and homogenous ThO2 pellet including daughter nuclides. As can be214
seen the simulation appears as rough step- like spectrum without any clear peaks, continuing to the last unstable alpha-215
active isotope with extremely short half-life. The energy calibration of pellets E and C shifted slightly during the analysis216
due to faulty amplifier and the fitting of simulations to the actual measured spectra was challenging. This can be seen in217
difference in a step of 212Po.218
219
220
Figure 7. Simulated spectrum of intact 232ThO2 sample, pellet E (red) accompanied with the histogram of measured spectrum221
(black).222
223
Table 3 presents the parameters that were used for calculating geometric efficiency for simulations of pellet E and A.224
225
Table 3. The parameters required to run the simulations and calculate the geometrical efficinecy of the measuments.226
Density
[g/cm3]
Distance [mm]
(source to detector)
Pellet diameter and
thickness [mm]
Geometrical
efficiency
Pellet A 9.3 8.8 8.67 0.20±0.03
Pellet E 8.81 8.99 8.74 0.19±0.03
227
Figure 8 shows the measured and simulated spectra of pellet A. Separate simulations were run for the bulk medium and228
the 0.1 µm thick surface layer. This allowed better scaling for the spectrum for comparing the simulations and measure-229
ments as the concentrations in the bulk medium nor surface layer were known. In simulation the surface layer contained230
229Th and all ? daughter nuclides of 229Th and 232Th. The bulk of the pellet contained 232Th and following daughters, as231
well as noticeable amount of 229Th and its daughters. Furthermore, simulations were run with following equilibrium as-232
sumptions; 229Th and daughter nuclei (225Ac, 221Fr, 217At, 213Bi, 213Po) were simulated in equilibrium and taking into ac-233
count the alpha branching of 2.1 percent for 213Bi. The age or history of ThO2 powder, the starting material for pellets,234
was unclear. The activity of 232Th (100 %) was assumed to be twice as much compared to the alpha decaying daughter235
8nuclei (228Th, 224Ra, 220Rn, 216Po, 212Bi, 212Po; 50%). The daughter nuclides were simulated in equilibrium among them-236
selves, taking into account the alpha branching of 213Bi to be 35.94 percent. One more thing that has to be taken into237
account in simulations is the fact that one of the daughter nuclides exists as a gas namely 220Rn and the relative concen-238
tration of the following daughter are slightly lower. The relative concentrations and layer thicknesses were fitted by iter-239
ative simulations as illustrated in section 2.3.240
241
242
Figure 8. Measured (red) and simulated (black) spectra of the 232ThO2 pellet A with the concentrated layer of 229Th on top of the pellet.243
244
Thin layer was simulated to be maximum as 0.1 µm thick describing the thin precipitate. Thinner medium did not give245
better fit to measurements because of the limited energy resolution of the detectors. The thicker layer started to widen the246
peaks. Proportion between 232Th and 228Th was varied in simulation, as the half-life of 228Ra, daughter nuclide of 232Th,247
is relatively long (5.75 years) compared to the assumed age, 30-50 years, of the 232ThO2 pellet material. All daughter248
nuclei after 228Th were considered to be in secular equilibrium as their longest T1/2 is 3.6 days.249
250
The surface layer very likely contains mostly 232Th even though the clear alpha peak of 232Th cannot be seen because of251
its homogenous nature to bulk 232ThO2 beneath the surface. In the imaginary case, in which the surface would have the252
even activities of 232Th and 229Th the quantity of 229Th would be only 0.00005% of the total amount of Th atoms. Even if253
the activity of 229Th would be 100 times that of 232Th the share of atoms on the surface layer is only 0.005%254
255
Direct alpha spectrometry on 232ThO2 pellets accompanied with AASI simulations supported the assumption of formation256
of Th precipitation on the ThO2 pellet surface, which was obtained in the previous leaching experiments [25]. In the257
experiments, the relatively fast initial dissolution of 232ThO2 was observed in the presence of excess of 229Th in 0.01 M258
NaCl solution in the leaching experiments [25]. In these experiments the initial dissolution was followed by significant259
decrease of 229Th and 232Th concentrations down to 10-10 mol/L within 20 days, suggesting the precipitation or sorption260
to occur.261
262
4. Conclusions263
The direct alpha measurement with Advanced Alpha Spectrometric Simulation turned out to be valuable technique, when264
studying the dissolution/precipitation behavior of ThO2. The used methods gave information not only of the thorium265
isotopes present but also the behavior of daughter nuclides, owing different chemistry to mother nuclide. The concentra-266
tions of daughter nuclides of 232Th and 229Th were detectable only by alpha spectrometry. The direct alpha measurement267
found to be a useful tool to study ThO2, the analogue material of spent nuclear fuel, which also contains numerous isotopes268
of different elements incorporated into the grains or grain boundaries of UO2 matrix.269
270
The alpha measurements showed concentrated amount of daughter nuclides in the surface of leached pellets in comparison271
to the intact ThO2 pellet. In the 229Th tracer experiment, the concentrated layer containing 229Th and daughter nuclides272
from both 229Th, 232Th decay series was simulated to be less than 0.1 µm thick on the pellet surface. The narrow peaks273
above of step like spectra indicate the layer to be extremely thin. The existence of step like characteristics of 229Th and its274
daughters suggest their intrusion also below the thin surface layer into the bulk ThO2. Because of the energetically less275
stable nature of the grain boundaries, they are the most probable route for 229Th and its daughternuclides to intrude deeper276
into the bulk of 232ThO2 pellet below the <0.1 µm surface layer. The formation of solid solution in the ThO2 matrix cannot277
be excluded totally. However, the fact that all the daughter nuclides of 229Th showed step like characteristics in alpha278
spectrum indicates that the route or mechanism for intrusion would be same for all nuclides. The isotopic exchange be-279
tween 229Th and 232Th could be one possible mechanism for the observation, but prevailing secular equilibrium of 229Th280
and its daughters does not support this hypothesis.281
9282
An attempt was made to measure the depth profiles of thorium isotopes in the surface layer to evaluate the actual thickness283
of thin 229Th layer. The ThO2 pellet samples were studied with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) using a double284
focusing magnetic sector instrument VG Ionex IX-70S. A 12 keV Cs+ primary beam was used and aim was to measure285
the intensities of the negative secondary ions at m/z values of 16O, 208Pb, 229Th and 232Th. The sample was at -6kV potential286
during the analysis. In addition, an electron beam was applied in order to avoid charging up of the sample. However,287
SIMS analysis turned out to be very difficult (impossible) due to insulating nature of the sample and it was charging up288
during the ion bombardment.289
290
In future plans, other methods like, Glow Discharge (GD-MS), which can measure isotopes on material surfaces at nm291
resolution or Time- of- Flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) could be tested to find out the actual depth of the 229Th292
surface layer. Another interest is to study the chemical form of the layer.293
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Investigation of ThO2 as a structural analogue for 
spent nuclear fuel dissolution under repository 
conditions 
Currently, the preferred option for the long-term disposal of spent 
nuclear fuel (SNF) in Finland and Sweden is disposal in a 
geological repository. In deep bedrock, the release of Th, U and 
other radionuclides through man-made barriers and the geo- and 
biosphere will be controlled by the dissolution of the fuel by 
groundwater. Thorium dioxide is isostructural to uranium dioxide, 
sharing the same ﬂuorite structure (space group Fm3m) and 
making it a useful analogue material for nuclear fuel, which mainly 
consists of UO2 (>95%). 
This thesis aimed to investigate the dissolution of ThO2, which was 
synthesised to approximate as closely as possible the 
microstructure of UO2 in a nuclear fuel matrix. The investigation 
consists of dissolution studies conducted using pellets, fragments 
(2 to 4 mm) and particles (80 to 160 µm) of 232ThO2. The evolution of 
dissolving surfaces and grain boundaries were examined by 
combining different microscope imaging techniques (scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), SEM 
with electron backscattering diffraction detector (SEM-EBSD) and 
proﬁlometer imaging). High resolution inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometer (HR-ICP-MS) was used for analyses of low 
thorium concentrations in leaching solutions. Part of the 
dissolution experiments were conducted in the presence of a 229Th 
tracer to gain additional data on the dissolution and precipitation 
by following the change in isotopic ratio 229Th/232Th. Furthermore, the 
pellets from these experiments were measured with direct alpha 
spectrometry to estimate the contents and thickness of the 229Th-
rich layer formed on the pellet surface. 
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